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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Plasmonic Paper as a Novel Chem/Bio Detection Platform
by
Limei Tian
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, 2014
Dr. Srikanth Singamaneni, Chair

The time varying electric field of electromagnetic (EM) radiation causes oscillation of conduction electrons
of metal nanoparticles. The resonance of such oscillation, termed localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR), falls into the visible spectral region for noble metals such as gold, silver and copper. LSPR of
metal nanostructures is sensitive to numerous factors such as composition, size, shape, dielectric
properties of surrounding medium, and proximity to other nanostructures (plasmon coupling). The
sensitivity of LSPR to the refractive index of surrounding medium renders it an attractive platform for
chemical and biological sensing. When the excitation light is in resonance with the plasmon frequency of
the metal nanoparticle, it radiates a characteristic dipolar radiation causing a characteristic spatial
distribution in which certain areas show higher EM field intensity, which is manifested as electromagnetic
field enhancement. Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) involves dramatic enhancement of the
intensity of the Raman scattering from the analyte adsorbed on or in proximity to a nanostructured metal
surface exhibiting such strong EM field enhancement. Both LSPR and SERS have been widely
investigated for highly sensitive and label-free chemical & biological sensors.
Most of the SERS/LSPR sensors demonstrated so far rely on rigid planar substrates (e.g., glass, silicon)
owing to the well-established lithographic approaches, which are routinely employed for either fabrication
or assembly of plasmonic nanotransducers. In many cases，their rigid nature results in low conformal
contact with the sample and hence poor sample collection efficiency.

We hypothesized that paper

substrates are an excellent alternative to conventional rigid substrates to significantly improve the (multi)functionality of LSPR/SERS substrates, dramatically simplify the fabrication procedures and lower the

vii

cost. The choice of paper substrates for the implementation of SERS/LSPR sensors is rationalized by
numerous advantages such as (i) high specific surface area resulting in large dynamic range (ii) excellent
wicking properties for rapid uptake and transport of analytes to test domains (iii) compatibility with
conventional printing approaches, enabling multi-analyte plasmonic sensors (iv) significant reduction in
cost (v) smaller sample volume requirement (vi) easy disposability.
In this work, we have introduced novel SERS and LSPR substrates based on conventional filter paper
decorated with plasmonic nanostructures, called plasmonic paper. A flexible SERS substrate based on
common filter paper adsorbed with gold nanostructures allows conformal contact with real-world surfaces,
enabling rapid trace detection. To realize multifunctional SERS substrates, paper substrates were cut
into star-shaped structures and the fingers were differentially functionalized with polyelectrolytes that
allows separation and pre-concentration of different components of a complex sample in a small surface
area by taking advantage of the properties of cellulose paper and shape-enhanced capillary effect.
Plasmonic paper can also serve as a novel LSPR biosensing platform by decorating the paper substrate
with biofunctionalized nanostructures. Furthermore, calligraphy approach was employed to create wellisolated test domains on paper substrates using functionalized plasmonic nanostructures as ink for
multiplexed chemical sensing and label-free biosensing. These plasmonic paper substrates exhibit
excellent sample collection efficiency and do not require complex fabrication processes. This class of
substrates is expected to have applications not only to first responders and military personal but also to
several areas of medical, food analysis, and environmental research.

viii

Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Plasmonic sensors based on Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of metal nanostructures, which involves collective coherent
oscillation of dielectrically confined conduction electrons, is sensitive to numerous factors such as
composition, size, shape, surrounding dielectric medium, and proximity to other nanostructures.

[1-4]

The

sensitivity of LSPR to local changes in dielectric environment renders it an attractive transduction platform
for chemical and biological sensing.

[5-10]

LSPR of metal nanostructures has been shown to be sensitive
-4

enough to differentiate inert gases with refractive index contrast (δn) on the order of 3×10 , probe the
conformational changes of biomacromolecules, detect single biomolecule binding events, monitor the
kinetics of catalytic activity of single nanoparticles, and even optically detect single electron.
Detection of various biomolecules such as proteins

[3, 16-19]

and DNA,

[20-22]

[11-15]

have been demonstrated in the

past few years making the transduction platform promising for the development of simple, highly sensitive,
label-free, and cost-effective diagnostics.
The amplitude of electromagnetic (EM) near-field decays rapidly from metal surface along the direction
perpendicular to the interface into the metal and dielectric, which gives rise to the evanescent wave
character to EM near-field.

[2, 23-25]

The decay of the evanescent EM field can be described as

characteristic EM decay length, which depends on the composition, shape, and size of nanostructures.

,[26]

LSPR transducer response can be maximized by optimizing the refractive index sensitivity, and EM decay
length of nanostructures, which describes the sensing depth for LSPR sensors. EM decay length has
been extensively investigated for gold and silver nanotriangle by Van Duyne and co-workers.

[27-29]

The

EM decay length for these LSPR nanosensors was estimated to be 5-15 nm depending on the size,
shape, and composition of the nanostructures. Sutherland and coworkers estimated the EM decay length
of gold nanorings to be 12nm, which closely matched with discrete dipole approximation (DDA)
calculations.

[30]

The EM decay length of some other nanostructures such as gold nanocrescent and

nanoisland were found to increase with the size of nanostructures.

[31]

These studies underscore the

importance of optimizing the size and shape of a nanotransducer for maximizing the sensitivity for a give
pair of analytes and capture molecules.
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1.1.2 Plasmonic sensors based on surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
Raman scattering involves the inelastic scattering of light that forms the molecular vibrational fingerprint.
Raman spectroscopy is one of the techniques that is well-suited for the identification and characterization
of unknown targets both hazardous and benign.

[32-44]

It is particularly advantageous as it (i) does not

suffer from interferences from water, (ii) requires little to no sample preparation, (iii) is robust and can be
used in numerous environments, (iv) is relatively insensitive to the wavelength of excitation employed and
(v) produces a narrow-band spectral signature unique to the molecular vibrations of the analyte. All of
these advantages contribute to Raman spectroscopy’s capability to perform sample characterization,
identification and quantification.

Despite such advantages, Raman spectroscopy has remained a

marginalized technique for trace detection of hazardous materials, mainly due to the extremely low
scattering cross sections characteristic to many hazardous materials.

Surface enhanced Raman

scattering (SERS) is a technique that overcomes this shortcoming by greatly enhancing Raman
scattering, which has been reported to detect a single molecule under ideal conditions.

[45, 46]

Compared to

conventional Raman scattering, the SERS enhancement has been reported to be six to eight orders of
magnitude.

[47-49]

The SERS phenomenon observed is mainly attributed to two main mechanisms (i) the

electromagnetic field generated at or near nanostructured surfaces (electromagnetic enhancement) and
(ii) the physical or chemical adsorption of the analyte to a surface (chemical enhancement). Generally,
the contribution from EM enhancement is significantly higher (4-6 orders magnitude) compared to the
chemical enhancement.
With all the advantages offered by SERS, there is a strong need to explore novel designs and methods
that allow the fabrication and use of highly sensitive, reproducible, uniformly enhancing SERS
substrate.

[50]

Colloids were some of the first types of commonly employed SERS substrates due primarily

to ease of preparation and large SERS signal enhancement.

[51-58]

However, the challenges with stability

and reproducibility in potentially changing environmental conditions have given rise to more directed
types of SERS architectures. Some of the newer techniques to address these challenges include filmover-nanostructures (FONs), assembly and lithographic techniques.

[26, 59-66]

In particular, film-over-

nanostructure (FON) based SERS architecture is one of the common types of SERS substrates
available.

[67-74]

Briefly, FON-based substrates are fabricated by depositing a layer of nanoparticles
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typically silica or polystyrene onto a rigid platform. These nanoparticles can then be over-coated with the
desired metal of choice (typically silver or gold). The advantages of these types of SERS substrate
architectures include increased stability as compared to colloids, ease of fabrication, low cost, rapid
fabrication, some tailoring of substrate architecture (shape, size and coinage metal) to match plasmon
bands with irradiation source, and good detection of analytes of interest commonly seen with silvercoated substrates. The disadvantages of these types of SERS substrates include a rigid architecture
resulting in low conformal contact with the sample and hence poor sample collection efficiency.
Significant efforts have been made in using multilayer gold and silver coated biologically compatible
substrates with high SERS signal enhancements.

[68, 75-77]

However, these substrates like most FONs still

have the challenges of rigid scaffolding and reproducibility to overcome.
Lithographically produced SERS substrates can be tailored by varying size, shape and precise
positioning of nanostructures on various support materials.

[43, 65, 78]

These lithographically produced

substrates are characterized as being highly reproducible and repeatable arrayed nanostructure surfaces
within a given area, allowing for increased quantifiable (and in some cases) highly sensitive SERS
measurements. However, using this type of fabrication process is not cost-efficient, requires a great deal
of effort, time and skill for fabrication, has a low sample collection efficiency and does not necessarily
result in a large uniform SERS active sensing area. These considerations clearly highlight need for a
novel SERS substrate that is flexible, amenable for conformal contact with solid surfaces, easy fabricate
and use and cost-effective.
1.2 Motivation and Rationale
SERS is emerging as a powerful technique for the trace level detection of various biological and chemical
species and is believed to make a huge impact in life sciences, environmental monitoring, and homeland
security.[60, 63, 79-83] Most of the SERS-based chemical and biological sensors demonstrated so far
rely on rigid planar substrates (e.g., glass, silicon) owing to their compatibility with well-established
lithographic approaches, such as electron beam lithography and nanosphere lithography, which are
routinely employed for either fabrication or assembly plasmonic nanotransducers.[4, 28]

In many cases

，their rigid nature results in low conformal contact with the sample and hence poor sample collection
efficiency.

Furthermore, most of the existing SERS substrates involve individual plasmonic
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nanostructures or lithography fabricated periodic patterns, which provide limited EM field enhancement,
directly resulting in limited SERS enhancement from these substrates. In addition to the abovementioned
issues, lack of multifunctionality and chemical selectivity plague the progress of SERS to real-world. The
above considerations clearly suggest the need for multiplexed SERS substrates, which enable chemically
selective detection of two or more target analytes from a complex chemical mixture, are highly attractive
for chemical detection in real-world settings.
LSPR is an attractive transduction platform for label-free biological sensing due to its high sensitivity to
local changes in dielectric environment.[5-10] LSPR transducer response can be maximized by optimizing
the refractive index sensitivity, and EM decay length of nanostructures, which describes the sensing
depth for LSPR sensors. EM decay length has been extensively investigated for lithography fabricated
gold and silver nanotriangle by Van Duyne and co-workers, however, the design rule of LSPR biosensors
based on individual gold nanoparticles remains elusive. Therefore, the importance of rational design of
plasmonic nanotransducers in maximizing the sensitivity and optimizing the performance of the
nanobiosensor cannot be overstated. The fabrication of most of the LSPR sensors demonstrated so far
rely on labor-, time- and/or resource-intensive patterning techniques such as lithographic approaches.
This clearly highlights the need for a simple and biofriendly technique that enables multi-marker biochips
for resource-limited settings.
We hypothesized that paper substrates are an excellent alternative to conventional rigid substrates to
significantly improve the (multi-)functionality of LSPR/SERS substrates, dramatically simplify the
fabrication procedures and lower the cost. Compared to those conventional substrates, the choice of
paper substrates for the implementation of chem/biosensor is driven by numerous advantages such as (i)
high specific surface area resulting in large dynamic range (ii) excellent wicking properties making it
suitable for dip-stick diagnostics (iii) flexibility for efficient collection of analytes by swabbing (iv)
compatibility with conventional printing approaches (v) significant reduction in cost per test (vi) smaller
sample volume requirement and (vii) easy disposability (by incineration). The synergism of paper-based
diagnostics and LSPR/SERS transduction is expected to be truly transformative by opening up novel
avenues in chem/biosensing for low-cost, point of care and non-invasive diagnostics.

4

1.3 Goals and objectives
The goal of the research is to design and develop a novel flexible plasmonic paper for label-free detection
of trace amounts of chemical and biological analytes, such as toxic industrial chemicals, explosives and
disease biomarkers, based on LSPR and SERS. Plasmonic paper, a novel chem/biosensing platform,
involves common filter paper adsorbed with functionalized metal nanostructures, which act as optical
nanotransducers.

Fig. 1: Illustration outlining the specific tasks of the proposed research project
The key technical objectives are summarized as follows:
● Design and synthesize size- and shape-controlled plasmonic nanostructures with desired surface
chemistry and optical properties, such as Au nanospheres, nanorods, nanobipyramids and core-shell
nanostructures with intrinsic electromagnetic hotspots.
● Fabricate and test plasmonic paper-based multifunctional SERS substrate that enables separation, preconcentration and detection of different components of a complex chemical sample.
● Investigate the relationship between electromagnetic decay length and size of the nanostructures and
establish design rules for rational selection of metal nanostructures for LSPR-based biosensors, and
fabrication of plasmonic paper-based biosensor and probing its sensitivity and specificity.
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● Demonstrate plasmonic calligraphy approach for creating well-isolated test domains on paper
substrates using functionalized plasmonic nanostructures as ink for multiplexed chemical sensing and
label-free biosensing.
1.4 Overview
The current chapter (Chapter 2) describes the goals and specific technical objectives of the work
discussed in the dissertation. It also provides an overview and organization of the dissertation.
Chapter 3 describes a novel SERS substrate based on common filter paper adsorbed with gold nanorods,
which allows conformal contact with real-world surfaces, enabling rapid trace detection.

One of the

important but often overlooked considerations in the design of SERS substrates for trace detection is the
efficiency of sample collection. Conventional designs based on rigid substrates such as silicon, alumina,
and glass resist conformal contact with the surface under investigation, making the sample collection
inefficient. We demonstrate a novel SERS substrate based on common filter paper adsorbed with gold
nanorods, which allows conformal contact with real-world surfaces, thus dramatically enhancing the
sample collection efficiency compared to conventional rigid substrates. We demonstrate the detection of
2

trace amounts of analyte (140 pg spread over 4 cm ) by simply swabbing the surface under investigation
with the novel SERS substrate. The hierarchical fibrous structure of paper serves as a 3D vasculature for
easy uptake and transport of the analytes to the electromagnetic hot spots in the paper. Simple yet highly
efficient and cost effective SERS substrate demonstrated here brings SERS based trace detection closer
to real-world applications.
Improving on the preliminary paper-based SERS substrate discussed in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 discusses
the synthesis of plasmonic nanorattles for highly efficient SERS-based chemical sensing.

Individual

plasmonic nanostructures offer limited EM field enhancement, which directly results in limited SERS
enhancement from these nanostructures. Plasmonic nanorattles synthesized in this study are comprised
of gold nano-octahedra as cores and cubic porous gold shells using a combination of seed-mediated
synthesis and galvanic replacement reaction. Plasmonic coupling between the solid core and porous shell
of the nanorattles results in a large enhancement in the electromagnetic (EM) field at the interior of the
nanorattles, making them excellent candidates for SERS. The porous nature of the outer shell facilitates
the diffusion of the analytes into pre-designed electromagnetic hotspots within each of these
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nanostructures. A flexible SERS substrate fabricated through the uniform adsorption of nanorattles on
filter paper exhibited remarkable sensitivity with a limit of detection below 10 pM of 2-napthalenethiol (2NT). The inherent EM hotspot within each of the nanostructures obviates the need for the conventional
methods of controlled aggregation or assembly of solid nanostructures to form EM hotpsots that are
critical for SERS substrates exhibiting high sensitivity.
Chapter 5 describes a plasmonic paper-based analytical platform with functional versatility and subattomolar (< 10

-18

M) detection limit using optimally designed paper-based SERS substrate. In this design,

the microfluidic paper-based analytical device (µPAD) is made with a lithography-free process by a simple
cut and drop method. Complex samples are separated by surface chemical gradient created by
differential polyelectrolyte coating of the paper. The µPAD with a star-like shape is designed to enable
liquid handling by lateral flow without microchannel patterning. This design generates a rapid capillarydriven flow capable of dragging liquid samples as well as gold nanorods into a single cellulose microfiber,
thereby providing an extremely pre-concentrated and optically active detection spot.
Chapter 6 describes a new approach called plasmonic calligraphy that involves the formation of
chemically selective test domains on paper substrates using functionalized plasmonic nanostructures as
ink in a regular ballpoint pen. Multiplexed SERS substrates, which enable chemically selective detection
of two or more target analytes from a complex chemical mixture, are highly attractive for chemical
detection in real-world settings. We demonstrate selective detection of positively and negatively charged
analytes (rhodamine 6G and methyl orange) from complex chemical mixtures using polyelectrolyte-coated
gold nanorods as SERS medium. The approach demonstrated here obviates the need for complex
patterning techniques such as photolithography to create isolated test domains on paper substrates for
multiplexed chemical detection. Plasmonic calligraphy can be easily extended to other shape-controlled
nanostructures with different surface functionalities and potentially automated by implementing with a
robotic arm.
Chapter 7 describes the design rules for rational selection of metal nanostructures for LSPR-based
biosensing applications. Owing to the facile tunability of the LSPR and large refractive index sensitivity,
gold nanorods (AuNR) are of high interest as plasmonic nanotransducers for label-free biological sensing.
We investigate the influence of gold nanorod dimensions on distance-dependent LSPR sensitivity and EM
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decay length using electrostatic layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly of polyelectrolytes. The electromagnetic
decay length was found to increase linearly with both the nanorod length and diameter, although to
variable degrees. The rate of EM decay length increase with nanorod diameter is significantly higher
compared to that of the length, indicating that diameter is a convenient handle to tune the EM decay
length of gold nanorods. The ability to precisely measure the EM decay length of nanostructures enables
the rational selection of plasmonic nanotransducer dimensions for the particular biosensing application.
Chapter 8 describes a novel biosensing platform based on paper substrate adsorbed with
biofunctionalized nanorods.

In particular, we demonstrate that bioplasmonic paper enables rapid

urinalysis for the detection of kidney cancer biomarkers in artificial urine down to a concentration of 10
ng/ml. Compared to conventional rigid substrates, bioplasmonic paper offers numerous advantages such
as high specific surface area (resulting in large dynamic range), excellent wicking properties (naturally
microfluidic), mechanical flexibility, compatibility with conventional printing approaches (enabling
multiplexed detection and multi-marker biochips), and significant cost reduction.
Chapter 9 describes bioplasmonic calligraphy, a novel approach for realizing multiplexed label-free
bioassays. Printable multimarker biochips that enable simultaneous quantitative detection of multiple
target biomarkers in point-of-care and resource-limited settings are a holy grail in the field of
biodiagnostics. However, preserving the functionality of biomolecules, which are routinely employed as
recognition elements, during conventional printing approaches remains challenging.

Biofriendly
2

plasmonic calligraphy approach serves as a facile method to miniaturize the test domain size to few mm ,
which significantly improves the sensitivity of the plasmonic biosensor compared to bioplasmonic paper
fabricated using immersion approach. Furthermore, plasmonic calligraphy also serves as a simple and
efficient means to isolate multiple test domains on a single test strip, which facilitates multiplexed
biodetection and multi-marker biochips. Plasmonic calligraphy, which can be potentially automated by
implementing with a robotic arm, serves as an alternate path forward to overcome the limitations of
conventional ink-jet printing.
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Chapter 2 Experimental Details
This chapter describes a general overview of the experimental techniques, procedures, and equipment
that were utilized throughout the work presented in the dissertation. Specific experimental techniques are
detailed in each of the individual chapters. After describing general sample preparation procedures, we
provide an overview of the characterization equipment and procedures.
2.1 Synthesis and Fabrication
2.1.1 Synthesis of Gold nanorods
Gold nanorods had been synthesized using a seed-mediated approach.

[84, 85]

Seed solution was

prepared by adding 1 mL of an ice-cold solution of 10 mM sodium borohydride into magnetically stirred 10
-4

mL of 0.1 M cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and 2.5 × 10 M HAuCl4 aqueous solution at room
temperature.

The color of the seed solution changed from yellow to brown.

Growth solution was

prepared by mixing 95 ml of 0.1 M CTAB, 1 ml of 10 mM silver nitrate, 5 ml of 10 mM HAuCl4, and 0.55
ml of 0.1 M ascorbic acid in the same order. The solution was homogenized by gentle stirring. To
resulting colorless solution, 0.12 ml of freshly prepared seed solution was added and set aside in dark for
14 hours. The solution turned from colorless to violet brown with most of the color change happening in
the first hour. Prior to use, the gold nanorod solution was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 min to remove
excess CTAB and redispersed in nanopure water (18.2 MΩ-cm). The procedure was repeated twice.
2.1.2 Absorption of gold nanorods on paper and planar silicon substrates
2

AuNRs are loaded in a laboratory filter paper (Whatman No. 1 grade) by immersing a 1 cm paper in 2.5
mL of AuNR solution for two days. Upon removing from the solution, the paper was gently rinsed with
nanopure water and then blow-dried under a stream of dry nitrogen.

Planar silicon substrates for

comparison were fabricated by modifying the silicon substrate with poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (P2VP) by
exposing the piranha cleaned silicon surface to 4% P2VP solution in ethanol. After rinsing the silicon
substrate with ethanol it was exposed to gold nanorod solution to enable adsorption of the gold nanorods.
Finally, the substrate was rinsed with water to remove the loosely bound nanorods leaving a highly dense
layer of nanorods on the surface.
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2.1.3 AuNR-IgG conjugates preparation
To a solution of heterobifunctional polyethylene glycol (SH-PEG-COOH) in water (37.5 µl, 20 µM,
Mw=5000 g/mol, Jenkem Technology), 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC, Thermo
Scientific) and N-hydroxy succinimide (NHS, Thermo Scientific) with the same molar ratio as SH-PEGCOOH were added followed by shaking for 1 h. The pH of the above reaction mixture was adjusted to 7.4
by adding 10x concentrated phosphate buffered saline (PBS), followed by the addition of Rabbit
Immunoglobulin G (IgG) (10 µl, 75 µM, Mw=150 kDa, Thermo Scientific). The reaction mixture was
incubated for 2 h, and then filtered to remove any byproduct during the reaction using a 50 kDa filter. The
final SH-PEG-IgG conjugates solution (0.75 µM) was obtained after washing with PBS buffer (pH 7.4)
twice. AuNR-IgG conjugates solution was prepared by adding 50 µl SH-PEG-IgG conjugates solution to 1
ml twice centrifuged AuNR solution with incubation for 1 h. The amount of SH-PEG-IgG was optimized to
obtain maximum coverage of IgG on AuNR surface (Fig. S6.4 in Appendix 6).
2.2 Characterization techniques
2.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were obtained using a FEI Nova 2300 Field Emission SEM
at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Unless mentioned otherwise, the sampled were sputtered with gold
for 60 sec prior to SEM imaging.
2.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs were recorded on a JEM-2100F (JEOL) field
emission instrument. Typically TEM samples were prepared by drying a drop of the solution on a carboncoated grid, which had been previously made hydrophilic by glow discharge.
2.2.3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained using Dimension 3000 (Digital instruments) AFM in
light tapping mode.

[86]

Standard AFM probe featuring pyramidal silicon tip with resonance frequency ~325

kHz and force constant ~40 N/m was typically used to perform imaging.
2.2.4 UV-vis spectroscopy
Extinction spectra from paper substrates were collected using a CRAIC microspectrophotometer (QDI
302) coupled to a Leica optical microscope (DM 4000M) with 100x objective in the range of 450-800 nm
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with 10 accumulations and 0.8 sec exposure time in reflection mode. The spectral resolution of the
spectrophotometer is 0.2 nm. Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer was employed for collecting UV-vis
extinction spectra from solution and glass samples.
2.2.5 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra were measured using a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman spectrometer mounted on a
-1

Leica microscope with 20X objective (NA = 0.40) in the range of 100 – 3200 cm with one accumulation
and 10 s exposure time. A 785 nm wavelength diode laser (0.5 mW) coupled to a holographic notch filter
-1

with a grating of 1200 lines mm was used to excite the sample. The following expression was used to
approximate the laser spot size (1.2 µm in diameter)

w0 

0.61 
NA

[87]

(2)

where w0 is the minimum waist diameter for a laser beam of wavelength 𝜆 focused by an objective with a
numerical aperture NA. The focal volume (  ) was approximated from the following expressions

 
    w02 z 0
2
1.5

z0 

(3)

2w02



(4)

where z0 is the focal depth.
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[88, 89]

Chapter 3 Paper Based SERS Swab for Rapid Trace Detection on Real-world Surfaces
3.1 Introduction
Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is emerging as a powerful technique for the trace level
detection of various biological and chemical species and is believed to make a huge impact in life
sciences, environmental monitoring, and homeland security.

[60, 63, 79-83]

Numerous SERS substrates from

roughened noble metal surfaces to e-beam patterned metal nanostructures with enhancement factors
4

ranging from 10 to 10

10

have been demonstrated over the last two decades.

[3, 50, 90, 91]

Very high

9

enhancement factors (> 10 ) have been reported for SERS substrates fabricated from top-down and
bottom-up approaches such as e-beam lithography, colloidal lithography, on-wire lithography and selfand directed-assembly, which enable precise control over the size, shape, and organization of the metal
nanostructures.

[64, 65, 92-94]

On the other hand, 3D SERS substrates such as photonic crystal fibers and

porous alumina membranes decorated with nanoparticles and periodic nanohole arrays also offer large
6

9

SERS enhancements (10 - 10 ) owing to the large surface area within the source laser footprint and
efficient light-matter interaction compared to the 2D counterparts.

[95-97]

Although most of these studies clearly demonstrate that SERS substrates hosting closely separated
metal nanostructures and/or sharp tips result in large enhancements, an important practical consideration
apart from the cost, which is often overlooked, is the ease and efficiency of the sample collection. In realworld applications such as explosive detection, the efficiency of sample collection becomes a decisive
factor. For example, in the case of explosives such as trinitrotoluene (TNT), which inherently have low
vapor pressure (~10 ppbv at room temperature), intentional packaging further lowers the actual vapor
concentration by more than an order of magnitude.

[98]

For detection of such explosives, it is extremely

important to collect particulates (few µg), that are invariably present on the surface of objects exposed to
the explosive. Physical swabbing, puffer systems (aerodynamic), and direct vapor sniffing are recognized
as efficient methods to collect trace amounts of analytes. In particular, swabbing the surface under
investigation with a soft and flexible substrate (swab) is a highly practical and efficient method to
maximize the sample collection from a real-world surface. In fact, this strategy is being extensively
employed for passenger screening at airports using ion mobility spectroscopy.

[99]

On the contrary,

conventional SERS substrates based on silicon, glass, and porous alumina, which are conceived for
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homeland security applications, are not compatible with such efficient sample collection process due to
their non-conformal, rigid and brittle nature.
Herein, we demonstrate the fabrication of a simple yet highly efficient paper based SERS substrate by
loading gold nanorods (AuNR) in a commercially available laboratory filter paper. The SERS substrate
demonstrated here can be used by simply swabbing the surface of an object suspected of exposure to a
hazardous material. We demonstrate the detection of less than 140 pg of 1,4-benzenedithiol (1,4-BDT)
2

residue spread over 4 cm surface by swabbing the AuNR loaded paper on the surface.

Previous

attempts employing filter paper exhibited limited sensitivity possibly due to the thin metal films (thermally
evaporated or sputtered) or poor control over the size and shape of the metal nanostructures employed in
these designs.

[100, 101]

Apart from the large enhancement, the uniform decoration of the nanorods

demonstrated here preserves the favorable attributes such as flexibility, conformal nature and capillarity
of the paper.

To our knowledge, this study presents the first SERS swab for rapid and efficient sample

collection from real-world surfaces with unprecedented sensitivity.
3.2 Experimental section
For the dipping test, we evaluated the performance of detecting a trace amount of 1,4-BDT by dipping the
SERS substrate in various concentrations of 1,4-BDT in ethanol for 20 minutes, followed by light rinsing
with ethanol and drying with compressed nitrogen gas before the Raman measurements. Six Raman
scans were performed for each substrate with each scan representing a different spot within the same
-1

substrate. The Raman data were averaged and normalized against 1058 cm band.
For the swabbing test, 100 µL of 1 µM to 1 nM 1,4-BDT (corresponding to ~ 14 µg to 14 pg) in ethanol
2

was pipetted on the surface of a glass slide, which immediately spread over 4 cm area. Evaporation of
ethanol left residue of 1,4-BDT. We placed a drop of ethanol on a 0.5 × 1 cm SERS substrate to wet, and
then swabbed the surface of the glass slide to pick up the residue of 1,4-BDT. We collected Raman
spectra of the swabbed SERS substrate on six different spots. The Raman spectra were averaged and
-1

normalized against 1058 cm band.
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3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Gold nanorods paper fabrication and characteration
Gold nanorods were synthesized using a previously reported seed-mediated approach using
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as a capping agent (see experimental section).

[84, 85]

The

nanorods were found to be ~80 nm long and ~20 nm in diameter, making the aspect ratio to be nearly
four. Exposing the filter paper to CTAB-capped gold nanorod solution resulted in uniform adsorption of
the nanorods on the surface of the paper and a color change from white to purple (Figure 3.1A). A
significant decrease in the intensity of the purple color of the AuNR solution was observed after removing
the paper from the solution (see Figure 3.1A), which corresponded to nearly 50% decrease in extinction
intensity. This significant change in the intensity of the color of the solution following the filter paper
exposure is in accordance with the high density of nanorods on the surface of the paper and deep purple
color of the paper. UV-vis extinction spectra of the AuNR solution showed the two characteristic peaks at
~ 530 nm and 650 nm corresponding to the transverse and longitudinal plasmon resonances of the
nanorods, respectively (see Figure 3.1B).

[102]

AuNR loaded paper exhibited similar extinction spectrum

with both transverse and longitudinal plasmon slightly blue shifted compared to the solution. The blue
shift observed can be attributed to the change in the dielectric ambient (from water to air + substrate) with
an effective decrease in the refractive index. The blue shift of the longitudinal plasmon peak (34 nm) was
found to be slightly higher compared to the transverse band (12 nm), which can be attributed to the higher
sensitivity of the longitudinal plasmon resonance to the changes in the dielectric ambient compared to the
transverse band.

[103]

Cellulose is biodegradable, renewable, and abundant in nature thus cellulose (or paper) based products
can be inexpensively produced and recycled.

[104]

Due to numerous advantages such as significant

reduction in cost, high specific surface area, excellent wicking properties, and compatibility with
conventional printing approaches (enabling multiplex detection and easy disposability) paper is gaining
increased attention as a substrate in diagnostic and tissue engineering applications.

[105-109]

Figure 3.2A

shows the hierarchical fibrous morphology of the filter paper with cellulose nanofibers braided into
microfibers (average diameter of ~ 0.4 µm). The RMS surface roughness of the paper was found to be
2

72 nm over 5 × 5 µm area, which indicates the large surface area of the paper substrates. Raman
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spectra obtained from six different areas of the pristine filter paper with 1 inch diameter exhibited
excellent compositional (spectral) homogeneity, which is extremely important for its application as a
SERS substrate (see Appendix 1, Figure S1.1). It is well known that uniform and high density adsorption
of CTAB (cationic surfactant) capped AuNR to polymer surfaces is a significant challenge.

[110, 111]

We

observed that once the AuNR loaded paper was dried, even under vigorous rinsing with water or alcohol,
no noticeable change in the AuNR density was observed, suggesting the stability of these substrates for
deployment in liquid environments.

Cellulose has a large number of hydroxyl groups, which are

accessible for attaching positively charged species.

[112]

The uniform, irreversible, and high density

adsorption of the AuNR is possibly due to the electrostatic interaction between the positive charged
nanorods and the filter paper.
AFM imaging revealed a uniform and dense adsorption of nanorods on the surface of the paper without
any signs of large scale aggregation of the nanorods (Figure 3.2B). Higher magnification AFM images
show the nanorods decorating the fibers of the paper and a partial local alignment of the nanorods along
the nanofibers (Figure 3.2C, 3.2D). From numerous AFM images collected at different areas of the
2

substrate, the number density of the nanorods was found to be 98 ± 22 / μm . High magnification SEM
image shows the uniformly adsorbed gold nanorods on the paper (Figure 3.2E). Energy dispersive X-ray
spectra (EDX) confirmed the presence of gold on the surface apart from the carbon and oxygen rich
cellulose fibers (inset of Figure 3.2E).
3.3.2 SERS performance of gold nanorods paper
1,4-Benzenedithiol (1,4-BDT) is widely employed as a model analyte for SERS owing to its ability to
readily adsorb on gold or silver particles and its distinct Raman fingerprint. The Raman spectrum of 1,4-1

BDT in neat solid state exhibits strong bands at 740, 1058, 1093, 1186, and 1573 cm . Three prominent
-1

bands: 1058 cm due to the combination of the phenyl ring breathing mode, CH in-plane bending, and
-1

-1

CS stretching, 1181 cm due to CH bending, and 1562 cm due to phenyl ring stretching are commonly
employed as characteristic peaks for evaluating the performance of SERS substrates.

[87, 113, 114]

We

-1

utilized 1058 cm band to test the performance of our SERS substrate in detecting trace amounts of 1,4BDT in ethanol. The pristine SERS substrate (AuNR loaded paper) does not show any peak in this
region (see Appendix 1, Figure S1.2).
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2

As a planar rigid substrate for comparison, we employed a highly dense (number density: 220 ± 14 /µm )
layer of gold nanorods bound to silicon substrate modified with poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (Figure 3.3). Figure
3.4A shows the Raman spectra obtained from the planar AuNR control sample and AuNR loaded paper
both exposed to 1 mM of 1,4-BDT, followed by rinsing with ethanol. While the Raman spectra obtained
from the AuNRs on silicon substrate exhibits weak Raman bands of 1,4-BDT, the AuNR loaded paper
exhibited much stronger (~ 250 times) Raman bands. These Raman spectra obtained from the SERS
substrates exhibited small shifts in frequency of the vibrational bands compared to the bulk 1,4-BDT (i.e.
-1

-1

1185 cm for bulk BDT, and 1180 cm for SERS substrate), possibly due to the orientation change of
1,4-BDT molecules adsorbed on to the AuNR.

[115]

To investigate the trace detection ability of the paper based SERS substrate, Raman spectra were
collected from substrates exposed to 1,4-BDT down to concentrations of 0.1 nM. All the characteristic
bands of the 1,4-BDT exhibited a monotonous decrease in intensity with decreasing concentration (Figure
-1

3.4B). Figure 3.4C shows the higher resolution spectra of the smoothed 1058 cm band, which is clearly
distinguishable (signal to noise ratio of 3) down to a concentration of 0.1 nM (17 ppt) (see Appendix 1,
-1

Figure S1.3 shows higher resolution spectra). Semi-log plot of the concentration vs. 1058 cm peak
intensity shows a monotonic increase in the Raman intensity with increasing concentration of the analyte
(Figure 3.4D). Data from Figure 3.4D can be plotted as the inverse of the fractional coverage (taken as a
ratio of intensity, Imax/I) with respect to the inverse of the concentration (1/c), which exhibits a linear
relationship, reflecting the expected Langmuir adsorption isotherm of 1,4-BDT to gold nanorods (inset of
Figure 3.4D).

[116]

The following expression was used to calculate the enhancement factor (EF) of SERS substrate at 1058
-1

cm band:

EF  I SERS  Nbulk I bulk  N SERS

(1)

where ISERS (NSERS) and Ibulk (Nbulk) are the intensities (the number of 1,4-BDT molecules probed) for the
SERS and bulk spectra, respectively. NSERS was estimated by assuming a complete monolayer of 1,4BDT on the nanorods for SERS substrates exposed to 1 mM concentration, which ensures that the
enhancement factor is not overestimated. Based on numerous AFM images, the areal coverage of the
5

AuNR was estimated to be ~ 23% and NSERS was calculated to be 4.9 × 10 molecules. Ibulk and Nbulk
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were determined from the Raman spectra of a 0.1 M of 1,4-BDT in 12 M NaOH(aq) (see experimental for
-1

details). Using the SERS intensity of the 1058 cm band, the enhancement factor was calculated to be ~
6

5 × 10 . The enhancement factor observed here is high considering the absence of any resonance
contribution, the use of gold nanostructures as opposed to silver nanostructures, which result in higher
enhancement at the expense of poor long-term stability, absence of any intentionally formed hot spots
(dimers or controlled aggregates) and the simplicity of the fabrication approach.

[117]

One of the important considerations in the fabrication of paper based SERS substrates is the effect of the
exposure time of the paper substrates to the metal nanostructure solution. The extinction spectra of the
paper substrates exposed to gold nanorod solution for different amounts of time show that the intensity of
both transverse and longitudinal plasmon bands increase with the exposure time, indicating the
progressive increase in the density of the nanorods adsorbed on the paper surface (see Appendix 1,
Figure S1.4). It was also noted that the paper substrates progressively become darker overtime with
adsorption of nanorods. SERS intensity of the paper substrates exposed to AuNR solution for different
amount of time increased rapidly for the first 10-15 hours, followed by a small increase for subsequent
exposure (Figure S1.4). This trend closely agrees with the intensity variation of the extinction spectra
obtained from the paper substrates exposed to AuNR solution for different durations. The number of
nanorods adsorbed on the paper substrates rapidly increases for the first 10-15 hours followed by a
saturation of the density of the adsorbed nanorods subsequently.
In order to understand the source of spatial variation in the SERS intensity (heterogeneity) of the paper
substrate, we performed confocal Raman mapping following the exposure to non-resonant analyte. 1,4BDT employed for these studies is also widely employed as a model analyte for SERS owing to its ability
to readily adsorb on gold or silver particles and its distinct Raman fingerprint. The Raman spectrum of
-1

1,4-BDT in neat solid state exhibits strong bands at 740, 1058, 1093, 1186, and 1573 cm . The optical
micrograph of the region of the paper where the mapping was performed is characterized by porous and
fibrous morphology (Figure 3.5A). Figure 3.3B shows the SERS intensity map of 1058 cm

-1

band. In

general, the map shows a homogenous SERS intensity with maximum difference between the brightest
and darkest regions being close to 80%.
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There are several interesting features that can be noted from Raman map. A close comparison between
the optical image and the Raman map reveals that the variations in the Raman intensity are primarily
related to the roughness of the paper substrates (Figure 3.5A, B). The brighter regions (indicated by
square c) correspond to the areas where the incident laser was focused below the surface while the
darker regions (indicated by square a) correspond to the areas where the laser was focused slightly
above the surface. The regions which were in focus exhibited intermediate intensity between these two
extreme cases. Figure 3.5C shows average spectra obtained from different regions (a, b, and c) marked
in the optical image and the SERS map, quantitatively showing the variation in SERS intensity discussed
-1

above. Figure 3.3D shows the intensity of the 1058 cm band along the length of a microfiber identified
by the dotted line in the optical image. It can be seen that the variation in SERS intensity along the length
of the fiber is within ±15%. The variation even along the fiber is primarily due to the small variations in
focus along the length of the microfiber suggesting the high level uniformity of the adsorption of gold
nanorods on paper surface. This observation clearly suggests that optimization of the paper morphology
(i.e. smoother surface) can significantly improve the homogeneity of the SERS intensity. Raman spectra
obtained using larger laser spot would enable spatial averaging of the focal variations and result in
enhanced homogeneity across the substrate.
3.3.3 Swabbing test
One of the distinct advantages of the paper based SERS substrate is the ability to collect trace amount of
analytes from real-world surfaces by swabbing across the surface. We demonstrate this unique ability of
the paper substrates by swabbing a slightly wetted (in ethanol) paper on surface of a glass with trace
quantities of analyte deposited on the surface (see Figure 3.6A). Figure 3.6B shows the Raman spectra
(averaged over 6 different spots) obtained by swabbing the paper across the surface with different
-1

amounts of analyte. Again, we used the strongest Raman band at 1058 cm to evaluate the efficiency of
the SERS swab. It can be seen that the Raman bands of 1,4-BDT can be clearly distinguished down to
140 pg on the surface (Figure 3.6C). Considering that the swabbing of the surface results only a fraction
of the analyte to be absorbed into the paper, a detection limit on the order of few tens of picograms on the
surface is truly remarkable.
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Envisioned and designed as an end-user level SERS substrate, proper handling of paper SERS substrate
becomes an important issue as they contain metal nanostructures, which could be potentially harmful to
humans and the environment. Toxicity of gold nanoparticles is still debated even though many reports
indicate that gold nanoroparticles are essentially nontoxic.

In a recent perspective, Alkilany et al.

suggested that the toxicity and cell uptake of gold nanorods can be controlled to a point that they would
not pose a serious harm by functionalizing the surface of gold nanorods with biocompatible ligands.

[118, 119]

Similar approach i.e. tailoring the surface chemistry of the metal nanostructures can be employed to
make the paper SERS substrates bio-friendly.
3.4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated highly efficient SERS substrate based on common filter paper filled with gold
nanorods, which exhibited more than two orders of magnitude higher SERS enhancement compared to
the silicon based SERS substrate.

Numerous favorable traits of the paper such as flexibility,

conformability, efficient uptake, and transport of the analytes from liquid and solid media to the surface of
metal nanostructures due to hierarchical vasculature and high specific surface area make the paper
based SERS substrates demonstrated here an excellent candidate for trace chemical and biological
detection. The paper based SERS substrates also offer cost-effective platform for SERS detection and
opens up a new venue for other biological and chemical detection. The process demonstrated here can
be easily scaled up for batch fabrication of SERS swabs. Furthermore, the paper based SERS substrate
introduces a novel platform for integrating conventional chromatography, microfluidics and biological
assays (e.g Western blot analysis) with SERS, imparting chemical specificity to these techniques. Similar
to microfluidic devices, paper SERS based multiplexed detection of analytes from a complex real-world
sample can be a very powerful approach, which is a subject of our future investigation.

[120]

We also see

electrospinning of polymer fibers as a potential method for realizing flexible SERS substrates.
Electrospun polymer mats possess a hierarchical fibrous structure similar to that of paper, and the use of
different types of polymers in electrospinning can bring better control (fiber diameter, alignment, surface
chemistry) and multi-functionality to the SERS design and applications.
3.5 Supporting information
Supporting information for chapter 3 is provided in appendix 1.
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Figure 3.1 (A) Photographs of the AuNR solutions and the filter paper before and after exposure showing
the strong color change (B) UV-vis extinction spectra of the AuNR solution and the AuNR loaded paper
showing the transverse and longitudinal plasmon absorption of the AuNR.
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Figure 3.2 AFM images of (A) bare filter paper (B) paper with gold nanorods (C) higher magnification
image showing the nanorods uniformly decorating the fibers of the paper (D) 3D AFM image showing the
partial local alignment of the nanorods along the fibers (E) SEM showing the large scale uniformity of the
gold nanorods adsorbed on the surface of the paper (inset shows the EDX confirming the presence of the
gold on the surface of the paper).
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A

B

Figure 3.3 AFM images of (A) uniformly and high density array of nanorods on silicon surface modified
with poly(2-vinyl pyridine) and (B) higher magnification image showing the gold nanorods shown in (A).
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Figure 3.4 (A) Raman spectra collected from AuNR loaded paper and 2D assembly of AuNR, both
exposed to 1mM 1,4-BDT; Raman bands indicated with asterisk (*) correspond to silicon substrate (B)
SERS spectra from AuNR loaded paper exposed to different concentrations of 1,4-BDT (C) higher
resolution spectra (smoothed) showing 1058 cm

-1

band, (D) concentration vs. SERS intensity plot

showing a monotonous increase in SERS intensity with increasing 1,4-BDT concentration (inset shows
the plot of the inverse of the fractional coverage vs. inverse concentration).
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Figure 3.5 Raman mapping of the paper substrate exposed to 1 mM 1,4-BDT (A) optical micrograph
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showing the region where the Raman mapping was performed (B) Intensity map of 1058 cm band within
the region shown in (A) (C) Average Raman spectra obtained from regions indicated in (A) (D) Intensity
variation along a single fiber shown by the dotted line in (A)
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Figure 3.6 (A) photograph showing the SERS substrate being swabbed on the glass surface to collect
trace amounts of analyte (B) SERS spectra from AuNR loaded paper swabbed on a glass surface with
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different amounts of 1,4-BDT (C) higher resolution spectra showing the 1058 cm band.
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Chapter 4 Plasmonic Nanorattles with Intrinsic Electromagnetic Hot-Spots for Surface Enhanced Raman
Scattering
4.1 Introduction
Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) involves the large enhancement of Raman scattering from
molecules adsorbed on or in close proximity to nanostructured metal surface.

[56, 121]

Phenomenal

progress in the synthesis of various shape-controlled plasmonic nanostructures over the past decade has
led to the emergence of SERS as a powerful analytical and trace detection platform.

[79, 122-126]

Numerous

SERS substrates from roughened metal films to highly ordered nanostructure assemblies fabricated using
e-beam lithography have been designed and tested for the trace level monitoring of chemical and
biological analytes.

[50]

1D SERS substrates, which include nanoparticle and nanodisk strings,

[127-131]

and

2D SERS substrates comprised of densely-packed nanoparticles and their periodic arrays obtained by
nanosphere lithography and Langmuir-Blodgett assembly have been extensively investigated as SERS
substrates.

[132-135]

Most of the SERS substrates based solely on individual nanostructures offer modest SERS enhancement.
On the other hand, interstices between assembled or lightly aggregated nanostructures, often termed as
electromagnetic hot spots, offer large SERS signal enhancements, enabling single molecule detection
under ideal conditions.

[50, 136-138]

Although the assemblies of nanostructures are highly SERS-active, the

SERS response is very sensitive to the assembly state, thus making it challenging to realize uniform and
reproducible SERS substrates with high density of EM hot spots based on such traditional assemblies.
140]

[139,

Furthermore, fabrication of SERS substrates based on controlled assemblies of nanostructures

involves either complex chemical methods or expensive lithographic techniques.

[141-145]

Therefore, it is

desirable to engineer nanostructures with inherent EM hot spots, which can significantly enhance the EM
field and enable sensitive detection of analytes using SERS.

[146]

In this communication, we report on the synthesis and SERS properties of gold nanorattles comprised of
Au nanooctahedron as core and porous gold cube as shell. The nanorattle structure results in the
formation of an electromagnetic hotspot between the core and the shell.

We demonstrate that the

nanorattle structures offer significantly higher SERS enhancement as compared to other solid
nanostructures of similar size (e.g., Au nanocubes). Inherent hotspots within the nanostructures obviate
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the need for controlled aggregation or assembly of nanostructures to realize electromagnetic hot-spots
that are critical for ultrasensitive SERS-based chemical detection.
4.2 Experimental section
Materials: Chloroauric acid (HAuCl4), silver nitrate (AgNO3), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB),
sodium borohydride (NaBH4), ascorbic acid, poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (MW =29,000 g/mol), poly (allyl amine)
hydrochloride (PAH), 2-naphthalene thiol (2-NT) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received
without further purification. Nanopure water (>18 MΩ cm) was used for all experiments.
Synthesis of Au nanorattles: Au octahedron particles were synthesized following a seed-mediated
growth process.

[147, 148]

The seed solution was prepared by mixing 7.5 mL aqueous CTAB solution (0.1 M)

and 2.5 mL of HAuCl4 (1 mM) in a 20 mL scintillation vial, followed by the rapid addition of 0.6 mL of icecold NaBH4 (10 mM) under vigorous stirring to yield a brown colored seed solution. The seed solution
was diluted 100 times for the growth of Au octahedrons after 3 h of aging. Growth solution was prepared
by adding 7.7 mL of HAuCl4 (0.05 mM) and 0.6 mL of ascorbic acid (0.1 M) to 1.6 mL of CTAB (0.1 M)
and under vigorous stirring. To the growth solution 120 µL of the diluted seed was added and the
reaction mixture was left undisturbed for about 12 h after vigorous mixing for 30 sec. For the synthesis of
Ag@Au nanoparticles, 0.5 mL of AgNO3 (10 mM) and 2 ml of ascorbic acid (0.1 M) were added to 5 mL of
o

as prepared Au octahedron seed solution under stirring. The solution was kept in an oil bath at 60 C for
20 h to complete the growth, resulting in a yellow color solution.
Au nanorattles were synthesized by performing a galvanic replacement reaction.

[149]

6 mL of the as

prepared Ag@Au nanoparticles solution were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min and suspended in 6
mL of PAH solution (6 mg/mL in 6 mM NaCl), followed by the sonication for 1 h. The resultant solution
was centrifuged again at 10,000 rpm for 10 min and dispersed in 90 mM PVP solution used for galvanic
replacement reaction. HAuCl4 aqueous solution (0.5 mM) was injected to the above mildly boiled Ag@Au
solution at a rate of 0.25 mL/min under vigorous magnetic stirring until blue colored solution appeared.
The solution was allowed to stand for about 2 h to precipitate AgCl byproduct. The solution was then
centrifuged at 7,000 rpm for 10 min and dispersed in nanopure water for further use.
Synthesis of Au nanocubes: Au nanocubes were synthesized using a seed-mediated growth approach
reported by Sisco and Murphy.

[150]

Seed particles were synthesized by mixing 7.75 mL of CTAB (0.1 M)
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and 0.25 mL of HAuCl4 (10 mM), followed by the addition of 0.6 mL of ice cold NaBH 4 (10 mM) solution
under vigorous stirring. The resultant seed solution was stirred for 2 min and aged for one hour before
use. Growth solution was prepared by adding 2.5 μL of 10 times diluted seed solution to a mixture of 4.5
mL of HAuCl4 (0.225 mM), 0.4 mL of 0.2 M CTAB, and 0.6 mL of ascorbic acid (0.1 M) under stirring.
After overnight aging, the Au nanocubes solution was centrifuged twice at 10000 rpm for 10 min and
dispersed in nanopure water before use.
Electromagnetic Modelling: The modeling of the electromagnetic field distribution around plasmonic
nanorattles and nanocubes was performed using three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
technique with commercially available software (EM Explorer). FDTD simulations exploit the time and
position dependence of Maxwell’s equations to model electromagnetic waves in rectangular 3D cells of
finite volume called Yee cells.

[151]

A single gold nanorattle of 55 nm in outer width and 7 nm in shell

thickness and a single gold nanocube of 55 nm in width are modeled in a simulation domain of 300 nm ×
300 nm × 200 nm, respectively. Perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary conditions were
applied in all directions. A high resolution simulation (Yee cell size of 1 nm) was run at the excitation
wavelength (λ = 785 nm) using p-polarized incident plane wave for illumination to obtain the
electromagnetic field distribution. The complex refractive index of gold at this frequency was set to n =
[152]

0.18+i 4.96,

and the refractive index of surrounding medium was set to be 1 as air.

Spectroscopy Measurements: SERS spectra from paper substrates were collected using a Renishaw
inVia confocal Raman spectrometer. Spectra were collected using the 785 nm laser, which was focused
on the sample using a 20× objective with 10 sec exposure time. The laser power at the sample surface
was measured to be approximately 0.7 mW. At least six spectra were collected from different spots
across each substrate for statistical analysis.
Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrometer.

Extinction spectra of solution were recorded using

Extinction spectra of gold nanorattles on paper substrates were

2

collected from a 2×2 µm area using a CRAIC microspectrophotometer (QDI 302) coupled to a Leica
optical microscope (DM 4000M) with a 20x objective in the range of 450-800 nm with 10 accumulations
and 0.1 sec exposure time in reflection mode. The spectral resolution of the spectrophotometer is 0.2 nm.
Six spectra were collected from different spots across the paper substrate to obtain the average.
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4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Synthesis of plasmonic nanorattles
Synthesis of plasmonic nanorattles involves the formation of Au nano-octahedra followed by the growth of
an Ag shell on these structures using seed-mediated growth technique to form Ag@Au nanostructures.
Subsequently, the bimetallic core-shell nanostructures are converted to nanorattles by converting the
silver shell into a porous gold layer using galvanic replacement reaction (Fig. 4.1). We hypothesize that
the coupling between Au octahedra core and external porous gold shell renders the inherent EM hotspots,
which are accessible for the analytes of interest through diffusion.
Gold nano-octahedra, employed as cores, were synthesized using a seed-mediated method with cetyl
trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as the stabilizing agent.

[147]

Au nano-octahedra were found to be

monodisperse with a body length of 36.5 ± 3.2 nm (n>100) as measured from the transmission electron
microscope (TEM) images (Fig. 4.2A, S2.1a). A thin silver shell was formed on the nano-octahedra by
introducing the as prepared Au nano-octahedra into a silver growth solution comprised of silver precursor
(AgNO3), ascorbic acid as the reducing agent and CTAB as the stabilizer following a method described by
Fan et al. with some modifications (please see experimental section).

[147]

Epitaxial growth of the silver

shell on the Au cores resulted in the formation of core-shell nanocubes. The synthesized Ag@Au
nanocubes were monodisperse with an edge length of 44.5 ± 2.5 nm (n>100) as determined from the
TEM images (Fig. 4.2B, S2.1b). It is worth noting that the original Au nano-octahedra employed as cores
did not possess sharp corners. However, after the silver shell formation, the nano-octahedra exhibited
sharp edges of as evidenced by the TEM images. Since, the as prepared nano-octahedra solution was
+

used for the growth of silver shell, possibly the unreacted Au ions in presence of Ag ions led to the
formation of sharp corners (Fig. 4.2C).
A galvanic replacement reaction was carried out in order to create the nanorattle structure where the gold
octahedron core remains embedded within the porous Au shell. Prior to the replacement reaction, the
capping agent CTAB was replaced with poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and the reaction was
carried out in presence of poly(vinyl pyrollidone) (PVP). Generally, the galvanic replacement reaction for
the formation of an Ag nanocube is conducted in the presence of PVP as the stabilizer.

[153]

However, in

the present case we observed aggregation of the Ag@Au nanoparticles while dispersing the particles in
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PVP solution, as evidenced by the change in the shape of the LSPR band of Ag@Au nanoparticle
solution and large aggregates of Ag@Au nanoparticles found in the SEM images (Fig. S2.2). In order to
overcome this issue, we first exchanged the capping agent, CTAB, with PAH and then performed the
galvanic replacement reaction. It is to be noted that if the galvanic replacement was carried out in
absence of PVP, the morphology of the template Ag@Au nanoparticles was not preserved (Fig. S2.3).
Hence, exchange of CTAB with PAH was necessary to avoid aggregation, while the inclusion of PVP was
required to preserve the morphology of the template nanoparticles during the galvanic replacement
reaction. The TEM image of Au nanorattles shows the presence of porous cubic Au shell surrounding the
intact octahedron Au core, where the vertices of the octahedron touches the faces of the cubic shell
structure. From the TEM images, the size of the nanorattles was determined to be 54.6 ± 4.5 nm (n>100)
and the wall thickness of the shell was estimated to be ~7 nm (Fig. 4.2D, S2.1c).
The Au nano-octahedra exhibited a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak at around 555 nm
(Fig. 4.2E). The extinction spectrum of Ag@Au nanoparticles revealed three distinct peaks at 412 nm,
486 nm and 580 nm. The peaks at 412 and 486 nm are consistent with those observed in case of Ag
nanocubes, while 580 nm peak is ascribed to the inner Au core particle and coupling between gold and
silver at the interface.

[154]

Galvanic replacement reaction resulted in the disappearance of LSPR peaks

corresponding to the Ag shell with concomitant raise of a new higher wavelength band that exhibited
progressive red-shift with increase in the amount of Au precursor added to the reaction. The extinction
spectrum of the Au nanorattles displayed a major peak at 710 nm and a minor peak corresponding to the
Au octahedron core at 555 nm. A photograph of Au core, Ag@Au and Au nanorattles solutions under
ambient light clearly demonstrates the distinct extinction characteristics of the nanostructures (Inset of
Figure 4.2E).
4.3.2 FDTD simulations of plasmonic nanorattles
As previously mentioned, one of the distinct features of the nanorattle structures as compared to
conventional solid plasmonic nanostructures is the plasmonic coupling between the core and porous shell,
which results in an electromagnetic hotspot within the nanostructure. To estimate the enhanced EM field
intensity in the nanorattle structure compared to solid nanostructure, we have employed finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulations (Fig. S2.4). The spatial map of E-field intensity (at λex=785 nm) around
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nanorattles and nanocubes of same dimensions (side length of 55 nm) with polarization parallel to the
sidewall ([100] direction) and along the diagonal ([110] direction) is depicted in Figure 4.3A-E.

Au

nanocubes exhibited a maximum E-field intensity enhancement of nearly 12 and 45 times for polarization
along [100] and [110] directions, respectively. The maximum enhancement was found to be at the sharp
corners of the nanocubes (Fig. 4.3C). On the other hand, the maximum field enhancement in the case of
the nanorattle structures reached nearly ~2300 and ~3300 times for polarization along [100] and [110]
directions, respectively (Fig.4.3F). In the case of nanorattles, the maximum field enhancement occurred
at the junction of the solid core and porous shell. The enhancement in the maximum field intensity in the
case of nanorattles is nearly two orders magnitude higher compared to that of the solid nanostructures. It
important to note that SERS enhancement scales with the square of the field intensity enhancement,
which implies a nearly four order higher SERS enhancement from nanorattles compared to solid
nanocubes.

[50]

4.3.3 SERS performance of plasmonic nanorattles
Plasmonic nanorattles hosting such an intense EM field enhancement can serve as an excellent medium
for SERS-based chemical sensing.

Furthermore, the porous nature of the outer shell facilitates the

uptake of the analytes and their transport to the highly SERS-active regions. To test the performance of
the nanorattles as SERS-active nanostructure, nanorattles deposited on a silicon substrate were exposed
to a model analyte, 2-naphthalenethiol (2-NT, 1 mM). Raman spectra were collected from individual
particles by locating them under dark-field microscopy (Fig. 4.3G). The SERS spectra collected from five
different individual particles are depicted in Figure 4.2C.

The most prominent peaks were observed at

-1

1066, 1381 and 1625 cm , which corresponds to the C-H bend and ring stretch vibrations of 2-NT
molecule respectively (Fig. 4.3H).

[155, 156]

Although variations were observed in the intensity of the SERS

spectra, it is worth noting that all the individual nanostructures exhibited clearly distinguishable Raman
spectra corresponding to 2-NT (Fig. 4.3H). The SERS intensity of particle-to-particle variation (~40%) is
possibly due to the variation in the orientation of the nanorattle structures with respect to the polarization
direction of the excitation laser. It is known that SERS activity of the anisotropic nanostructures such as
nanocubes exhibit a strong dependence on the orientation with respect to polarization of the excitation
source.

[157]

The SERS activity of nanorattles was compared to that of Ag@Au nanostructures and the
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solid gold nanocubes of similar dimensions (see Fig. S2.6 for TEM images of Au nanocubes). Under
similar conditions, the SERS spectra of individual Au@Ag nanostructures showed extremely weak but
-1

discernable signal with peaks at 1066, and 1381 cm while individual Au nanocubes exposed to 2-NT did
not exhibit any discernible Raman bands corresponding to 2-NT (Fig. 4.3H). The large SERS signal from
individual nanorattles as opposed to Au@Ag nanostructures and Au nanocubes clearly demonstrates
their potential as highly promising SERS media.
We further demonstrate the fabrication of a simple and flexible SERS substrate based on these novel
plasmonic nanostructures. We and others have previously introduced plasmonic paper, paper substrates
adsorbed with plasmonic nanostructures, as a highly sensitive SERS substrate that can be deployed as
swab for detection of trace levels of chemical analytes in liquids and on surfaces.

[158-163]

However,

previous demonstrations relied on either individual nanostructures that offered limited SERS
enhancement or mildly aggregated nanoparticles with poor uniformity.

The SERS substrate was

fabricated by immersing the paper substrates into the nanorattle solution that led to the uniform
adsorption of the nanostructures on the paper fibers. The inset of Figure 4.4D shows the paper substrate
before and after adsorption of the nanorattles demonstrating the intense gray-blue color of the paper
substrates adsorbed with nanostructures. SEM images revealed the uniform adsorption of plasmonic
nanorattles on paper substrates.

The density of nanorattles on paper surface was calculated to be

2

~40±5 /µm from the SEM image (Fig. 4.4A and see Fig. S2.7 for large area image).

The higher

magnification image of Au nanorattles on paper surface depicts the tiny pores on the surface of
nanorattles that are critical for diffusion of the analytes into EM hotspot regions (inset of Figure 4A, S8).
Vis-NIR spectrum obtained from the plasmonic paper depicts the extinction bands corresponding to the
plasmonic nanorattles discussed above (inset of Fig. 4.4A). The LSPR bands exhibited a small blue shift
as compared to their position in solution due to the effective decrease in the refractive index of
surrounding medium upon their adsorption on paper substrates from aqueous solution.
Paper is made up of a biodegradable polymer, cellulose. Cellulose offers a hydroxyl surface enabling the
electrostatic adsorption of positively charged Au nanorattles, resulting from the coating of PAH and
[164]

PVP.

Once the nanorattles are adsorbed onto the paper, it can serve as a simple flexible SERS

substrate for the detection of chemical analytes. The trace detection capability of the paper based
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substrate was investigated by exposing the fabricated substrate to varying concentrations of 2-NT in
ethanol (Fig. 4.4C). The Raman spectrum of the bulk 2-NT molecule is shown in Figure S2.9 (see
support information). Similar to those observed in case of single particle SERS, the Raman bands
-1

corresponding to the C-H bending mode at 1083 cm in the bulk normal Raman spectrum shifts to 1069
-1

cm in all the SERS spectra indicating the binding of 2-NT to the metal surface.

[156]

The Raman band at

-1

1381 cm was used to monitor the trace detection ability of the fabricated substrate. The semi-log plot of
the concentration of the analyte vs 1381 cm

-1

peak intensity showed increase in the intensity of the

Raman band with increasing concentration of the analyte (Figure 4.4D).

Distinguishable peak (signal to

noise ratio >4) was observed down to a concentration of 10 pM. Adsorption of 2-NT observed here can
be fit with Freundlich adsorption isotherm given as

  K F C1 n

where θ is the fractional coverage taken

-1

as the ratio of I/Imax for peak at 1381 cm , C is the concentration of the analyte and KF and n are
constants.

[165-167]

The linearity of fractional coverage and concentration on a log-log plot confirms the

Freundlich adsorption observed here (inset of Figure 4.4D). The substrate exhibited good homogeneity
with standard deviation of around 15%, which is close to that observed for commercial SERS substrates
(Fig. S2.10).

[168]

4.4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated the synthesis of Au nanorattles structure with an Au nano-octahedron core, where
the vertices of the core particle touch a porous cubic Au shell structure. Owing to the large enhancement
in the EM field in the interior of the nanostructures, the nanorattles exhibited large SERS enhancement of
analyte molecules that diffused through the porous shell into the hotspot regions.

Flexible SERS

substrate based on the nanorattles exhibited excellent uniformity and sensitivity with a detection limit of
~10 pM of 2-NT. The SERS substrate design suggested overcomes the need for controlled aggregation
or assembly of nanostructures for forming EM hotspots.
4.5 Supporting information
Supporting information for chapter 4 is provided in appendix 2.
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Figures

Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the synthesis of Au nanorattles.
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 4.2 Representative TEM images of (A) Au core, (B-C) Ag@Au nanoparticles following the
deposition of thin silver shell on Au nanostructures. (D) Au nanorattles with inset showing the magnified
view of a single nanorattle (scale bar in the inset image represents 20 nm). (E) Extinction spectra of Au
core, Ag@Au and Au nanorattles with inset showing the photograph of the colloidal solutions of various
nanostructures described above.
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Figure 4.3 FDTD simulations showing the electric field distribution of Au nanorattles in logarithmic scale
for electric field polarized along (A) [100] and (B) [110] and (C) corresponding cross-sections along the
lines shown in E-field maps. FDTD simulations showing the electric field distribution of Au nanocubes in
logarithmic scale for electric field polarized along (D) [100] and (E) [110] and (F) corresponding crosssections along the lines shown in E-field maps. (G) SEM image and dark field optical image (inset) of the
isolated Au nanorattles adsorbed on a silicon substrate. (H) SERS spectra obtained from the individual
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nanorattles as marked in (G), individual Ag@Au nanocubes (Ag@AuNC) and Au nanocubes (AuNC) for
comparison.
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Figure 4.4 (A) SEM image showing the uniform adsorption of Au nanorattles on a paper substrate with an
inset of magnified SEM image showing nanorattles with tiny pores on the surface (scale bar: 100 nm) and
an inset Vis-NIR extinction spectra obtained from paper substrates adsorbed with Au nanorattles (bottom
panel). (B) SERS spectra obtained from plasmonic paper substrate after exposing it to varying
concentration of 2-NT in ethanol, and (C) zoomed spectra at low concentrations. (D) Semi-log plot
-1

showing the concentration vs intensity of the 1069 cm Raman band demonstrating monotonic increase
in the peak intensity with concentration. Inset shows the photograph of the paper substrate before and
after adsorption of Au nanorattles. concentration vs. SERS intensity plot showing a monotonous increase
in SERS intensity with increasing 1,4-BDT concentration (inset shows the plot of the fractional coverage
vs. concentration on log-log scale).
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Chapter 5 Multifunctional Analytical Platform on a Paper Strip: Separation, Pre-concentration and SubAttomolar Detection
5.1 Introduction
Paper is a versatile and common material that finds many uses in consumer oriented products because
its source (cellulose) is abundant in nature, renewable, inexpensively produced and recycled.
is also biodegradable, biocompatible, and has ability to easily wick and absorb fluids.

[169]

[104]

Paper

Paper has

gained much interest in recent years as a low-cost and ideal platform for building portable miniature
diagnostic devices suitable for developing countries, resource-limited environments, and point-of-care
settings.

[170, 171]

Paper-based chemical and biological sensing has emerged as an attractive analytical

and detection platform with a potential of becoming the best trade-off between cost/time-efficiency,
simplicity

and

detection

abilities.

The

detection

chemiluminescence or electrochemical sensing,
using antibodies or colorogenic reactions.

[172-174]

[175, 176]

is

traditionally

performed

by

fluorescence,

and mostly directed towards labelling methods

The last few years have witnessed the integration of

microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (µPADs) with electrically or optically active nanomaterials
such as carbon nanotubes

[175]

and graphene.

[177]

We and others have recently introduced a highly sensitive paper-based surface enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) substrate, which involves uniform adsorption of metal nanostructures onto common
filter paper.
analytes.

[159, 178-180]

SERS enables label-free detection of a wide variety of chemical and biological

However, current paper-based SERS substrates lack key functionalities such separation,

chemical selectivity, and pre-concentration, which are critical to realize a versatile lab-on-chip platform. In
other words, for these sensors to be able to analyse complex samples, separation abilities need to be
integrated into the paper. While increasing efforts have been focused in extending functionality of the
paper substrate,
fabrication,

[172, 181-185]

[184, 186-188]

these developments usually involved lithographic processes or multi-layer

which is achieved at the expense of the simplicity of the paper device.

The challenge is then to design and develop a highly sensitive label-free analytical platform that does not
require any lithographic or microfabrication steps, while providing a multifunctional platform. The second
challenge addressed in this work is to significantly lower the detection limit beyond the nanomolar or part
per billion (ppb) levels reported in recent literature for different µPAD configurations (ESI, Supplementary
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Table S1).

[171-174, 189-193]

We seek a versatile system that allows separation and preconcentration of the

different components of a complex sample in a small surface area and a label-free optical detection, by
taking advantage of the properties of cellulose paper: the capillary effect that is attracting increasing
interest among the lab-on-a-chip community,

[170, 179, 182, 194]

the microfibrous structure and the suitability for

nanoparticle adsorption by a simple immersion or drop-casting.
5.2 Experimental section
Reagents and Materials: The chemicals rhodamine 6G (R6G), fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and 2naphtalenethiol, poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) were all
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). PAH (2%) and PSS (2%) solutions were prepared by
dissolving 20 mg of PAH or PSS powder in 1 mL deionized water. These solutions were diluted to
prepare 1 %, 0.5 % and 0.25 % polyelectrolyte solutions. Chlorophyll mixture was obtained by the
extraction of spinach concentrate.
Surface and materials characterization: Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectra were
collected using a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman spectrometer mounted on a Leica microscope with
-1

50X objective (NA = 0.90) in the range of 100–3200 cm . A diode laser of 785 nm wavelength (0.5 mW)
was used for sample excitation. Optical and fluorescence images of the µPAD were obtained with a Leica
optical microscope (DM 4000M) coupled with a point-shot microspectrometer using 20X and 50X
objectives.

Fluorescence

spectra

were

obtained

from

paper

substrates

using

a

CRAIC

microspectrophotometer (QDI 302) coupled to the abovementioned optical microscope. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) maps were obtained
using a field emission transmission electron microscope (JEM-2100F, JEOL) operating at an accelerating
voltage of 200 kV, and SEM images were collected using a JEOL JSM-7001 FLV field emission SEM at
an accelerating voltage of 15kV. Elementary analysis (atomic ratio) of carbon, nitrogen (N1s) and sulfur
(S2p) composition of the paper is achieved by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using M-Probe
Surface Science XPS spectrometer.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Star shape plasmonic microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (µPADs)
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Filter paper employed in this study (Whatman#1) is composed of microscale (~ 10 µm) cellulose fibrous
strands interwoven together. Smaller microfibers (average diameter of ~ 0.4 µm) made part of the large
fibrous structure with nanofibers braided in between. The RMS surface roughness of the paper was
2

measured to be ~70 nm over 5 × 5 µm area, indicating that the paper offers a large surface area. To
keep the device fabrication process simple, filter paper was cut into a star-like geometry with 8 points
named fingers (Figure 5.1B). This design obviates the need for lithographic or hydrophobic patterning of
the paper while offering an effective liquid handling system using capillary forces. The shape-enhanced
capillary forces i.e., the small size of the tips (radius of tips is ~10-20 µm) result in a much faster drying of
the solvent at the tips compared to the rest of the paper substrate in turn causing a rapid flow from the
wetted surface to the dry area thus concentrating analytes to the tiny test regions. Interestingly, these
strong capillary effects make the flow strong enough to drag not only macromolecules but also gold
nanorods with a length of ~ 60 nm.
Gold nanorods (AuNR) were employed as plasmonic nanostructures for enabling SERS owing to the
facile tunability of the longitudinal plasmon resonance (to fit to the source laser) and sharp corners, which
results in electromagnetic hot-spots (Figure 5.1A).

[195, 196]

Figure 5.1B shows that immersion of the paper

into AuNR solution results in a preferential concentration of the nanorods at the finger-tips and edges of
the device. Even simple visual inspection clearly indicates such concentration of AuNR at the tips, which
appear darker compared to the other regions of the paper (Figure 5.1B). SEM images and EDX maps
obtained from different regions of the paper substrates clearly demonstrate this effect (Figure 5.1C). This
is of a great importance as the accumulation of the nanorods in a small area increases the number of
electromagnetic hot-spots, thus enhancing the sensitivity of the optical detection.
enhancement is exploited here using SERS as the transduction method.

[197-199]

This

[191, 200]

In addition to AuNR transport, the capillary-driven flow is also used here to drag and preconcentrate
samples at the µPAD tips, thus providing enough analyte in the test spot for detection even at very low
sample concentrations. In order to enable analyte preconcentration on paper and at the same time
separate complex samples, we explored the possibility of using polyelectrolytes. Each finger of the µPAD
was modified with a different concentration of PAH (positively charged) or PSS (negatively charged)
(Figure 5.2A). This modification is achieved by exposing the tip of each finger to a droplet of
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polyelectrolyte solution (3 µL) with a defined concentration as indicated in Figure 5.2a. The droplet is
spontaneously absorbed by the paper and rapidly spread along a single finger without reaching other
areas of the platform. As a result, the different polyelectrolyte-coated fingers form a gradient of charges
that control the direction and distance of migration of the analytes, depending on their electrostatic
interactions with the charged substrate. We hypothesize that complex samples could be separated and
directed into different fingers of the µPAD. The chemical surface gradient formed by the differential
functionalization of the fingers is confirmed by EDX mapping. The distribution of the polyelectrolytes is
monitored by the detection of nitrogen (N) and sulphur (S) atoms in PAH and PSS, respectively (Figure
5.3). The elemental analysis by XPS also confirmed the decrease in S2p and N1s atomic composition,
reflecting the different concentration of PSS and PAH on different fingers.
5.3.2 Separation and preconcentration of a complex mixture
The first example demonstrating the effect of the chemical gradient is shown in Figure 5.2B using
fluorescein. Depending on the charge and concentration of the polyelectrolyte coating, fluorescein forms
a distinct band or completely migrates to the finger tip. Specifically, we observed that fluorescein tends to
concentrate at the fingertip coated with 2%PSS. On the other hand, it forms a distinct band at the
entrance of the finger coated with 2%PAH. Considering that fluorescein is negatively charged in water, it
tends to strongly bind to the positively charged PAH, resisting any capillary-driven motion to the tips. On
the other hand, in the case of the PSS coated fingers, the capillary forces drag the fluorescein along the
finger and concentrate them at the tips.

This observation clearly hints that (i) potentially different

molecules can migrate into different fingers which provide the most electrostatically compatible surface
and (ii) can be concentrated at the tip, thus providing an extremely high concentration in a very small
surface area. To further demonstrate the separation ability of this platform, we have analysed a mixture
of rhodamine and fluorescein. Rhodamine is known to bear positive charge, while fluorescein is known to
be negatively charged in water. Distinct electrostatic interaction with different fingers enables spatially
isolating the two dyes on the µPAD as demonstrated in Figure 5.4A.

Furthermore, using similar

principle, a more complex sample composed of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, carotene and xanthophyll,
obtained from spinach concentrate can also be separated using such differential functionalization of the
paper substrates (Figure 5.4B). The identification of the different separated components is confirmed by
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their emission spectra under a fluorescence microscope.
A more complex matrix was prepared by mixing 100 µM R6G with a one-time diluted spinach
concentrate. This sample is used to demonstrate two important points: the first is that the µPAD is able to
separate and pre-concentrate R6G molecules from the other chromophores contained in the spinach
concentrate as shown in Figure 5.5A and B. The distribution of R6G demonstrates a preferential
concentration at the fingertips functionalized with PAH. Secondly, one of the components of spinach
concentrate (chlorophyll b) exhibits fluorescence emission in the same wavelength range as R6G. As a
result fluorescence spectroscopy is not sufficient to clearly distinguish between these two components.
Figure 5.5B shows that SERS spectroscopy enables one to specifically identify R6G molecules, thus
demonstrating the productive complementarity of SERS and fluorescence techniques and the advantages
provided by plasmonic paper platforms.
Once we have established the ability to separate and preconcentrate the analytes from a complex mixture
to predetermined locations of the µPAD, we turn our attention to trace detection capabilities of this novel
analytical platform. To evaluate the detection limit of the µPAD and the advantages offered by the
capillarity-driven preconcentration at the finger-tips, we attempt to detect different concentrations of R6G
(Figure 5.6A). The results indicate a remarkable detection limit down to attomolar level (100 aM). This
limit can be further lowered by concentrating the analyte in a micrometric surface area, corresponding to
a single cellulose microfiber at the very tip of the finger (Figure 5.6B and ESI, Supplementary Figure
S3.1a). The pre-concentration factor can be estimated from the paper properties, the initial concentration
and data obtained by SERS measurement. The concentration of 100 aM in 100 µL sample corresponds
6

to around 6x10 molecules. As indicated by fluorescence images, most of these molecules can be pre2

concentrated at the paper fingertip into a surface area smaller than 1mm (paper thickness is 180 µm).
2

Knowing that filter paper (Whatman#1) has a water absorbance of 1.8 ± 0.2 µL/cm as determined
experimentally, the final sample concentration at the fingertip is estimated to be 0.5 nM, which gives a
9

remarkable pre-concentration factor of 10 . This factor can be further enhanced by working with a single
cellulose microfiber where the sample can be concentrated into an extremely tiny volume i.e., fiber of 50
µm length (Supplementary Figure S3.1b). Figure 6C shows the increase in the SERS intensity when the
Raman laser spot is focused on to the fingertip region labelled “b”. The SERS measurement on the
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microfiber tip provides an additional 10X improvement in the detection limit.
To further verify this result, we prepared paper substrates with tips ending by a single cellulose microfiber
of around 20 µm in diameter. Two different analytes, namely, fluorescein and napthalenethiol, were
tested. The test domains exhibited a detection limit of ~100 aM for fluorescein, while no characteristic
band was observed when the detection was performed outside the microfiber (Figure 5.7A and B). Even
better performance was noted for naphtalenethiol (due to its strong affinity to gold) that showed a
remarkable detection limit of 500 zM (signal to noise ratio (SNR) equal to 3). This detection limit is also
the result of the thiol binding of the molecule to AuNRs, offering an optimal distance for SERS. However,
this performance has a very limited dynamic range going from 500 zM to 10 µM. This is expected as
higher concentrations rapidly saturate the micrometric detection spot. To verify he applicability of this
platform on a real world sample, 2-naphtalenethiol (1 µM) was added to tap water and the obtained
solution is introduced to the paper platform for separation and detection. Interestingly, Figure S3.2A
shows a visible separation and accumulation of the different water ions (K, Na, Ca, Mg, Cl,.) at the paper
fingers functionalized with PSS. This unexpected accumulation makes the migration of the target
molecules in other fingers easier by reducing the molecular crowding. As depicted in Figure S3.2B, the
platform can be effectively used to detect 2-naphtalenethiol and other aromatic contaminants in tap water.
The studies reported here with R6G and FTIC represent the lowest detection limit reported for µPADs. It
is interesting to note that this performance is only limited by the size of the laser spot in the Raman
instrument and the available sample volume. In other words, a concentration of 100 zM (10

-19

M)

corresponds to only 6 molecules in the test solution volume (100 µL). Therefore, beyond the attomolar
level, higher sample volume is needed to ensure the presence of the molecule in the detection spot.
Future efforts are aimed to shorten the migration time of the molecule to the detection spot and improve
the separation abilities by exploring a variety of polymers as well as silica nanoparticles for a column
chromatography-like separation.
5.4 Conclusions
In

summary,

we

demonstrate

a

plasmonic

paper-based

analytical

platform

that

combines

chromatographic separation abilities with preconcentration and detection functionalities on a single level
µPAD. The use of capillary forces by shaping the paper substrate overcomes the need of active
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microfluidics and the associated microfabrication process. The generation of charge gradient on the
paper substrate through polyelectrolyte coating is shown to exhibit remarkable separation abilities of
complex samples. The results also show that capillary-driven flow could be used for the transport and
preconcentration of both analytes and metal nanoparticles in a very small detection area and even on a
single cellulose microfiber. The combination of this concept with surface enhanced Raman scattering
analysis pushes the detection limit down to the attomolar level, placing microfluidic paper-based analytical
devices in a competitive stand with the traditional sensors and without scarifying their simplicity.
5.5 Supporting information
Supporting information for chapter 5 is provided in appendix 3.
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Figures

Fig. 5.1 (A) TEM image of the AuNR employed for the fabrication of SERS µPAD. (B) Designed µPAD
with eight fingers showing the accumulation of AuNRs at the tips (dark edges). (C) SEM images of the
µPAD tips. The insets represent EDX maps of carbon (C) and gold (Au) distribution. A zoom at the
fingertip shows nanorods distribution at three different spots labeled 1, 2 and 3 as a result of lateral flow
concentration.
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A

B

Fig. 5.2 Separation by surface charge gradient. (A) Charge gradient obtained by different concentrations
of PAH and PSS polyelectrolytes. The yellow spot at the center is caused by fluorescein droplet as
deposited. (B) Migration of fluorescein into different fingers. The red arrows indicate the concentration at
which fluorescein form either a band or concentrates at the tip.
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Fig. 5.3 EDX mapping and XPS elementary analysis of the surface charge gradient generated by
differential polyelectrolyte coating. The panel PSS (SE) represents secondary electrons (SE)-SEM
micrographs of the µPAD fingers coated with PSS. Panels “PPS (C)” and “PAH(C)” are EDX mapping of
carbon atoms on PSS and PAH coated fingers respectively. These two panels are showed to indicate the
position of the fingers in the images and facilitate comparison. Panels “PSS (S)” and “PAH (N)” represent
EDX mapping of sulphur (S) and nitrogen (N) atoms in PSS and PAH coated fingers respectively. The
percentage numbers indicated in the images represent the composition ratio of sulphur (S2p) and
nitrogen (N1s) obtained by XPS elementary analysis.
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Fig. 5.4 Separation of complex samples by electrostatic gradient charge and capillary forces. Images
from the left to the right show the µPAD under visible light, under UV light and the emission spectra
obtained using a fluorescence microscope. (A) Separation of (a) a mixture of two molecular dyes. (b) and
(c) are respectively fluorescein and R6G dyes. (B) Separation of spinach concentrate (a). The lower case
letters (b-e) in panel B represent respectively carotene, xanthophyll, chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b.
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Fig. 5.5 Separation and SERS detection of R6G in a mixture containing spinach concentrate. A) Optical
image of the paper platform at the end of the separation step. B) Fluorescence images obtained with a I3
filter at the center and fingertip of the platform. C) Surface enhanced Raman scattering analysis. (a), (b)
refer respectively to data collected at the center and at the fingertip of the platform. (c) shows the SERS
spectrum of a control (nanorods-functionalized paper).
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Fig. 5.6 Surface enhanced Raman scattering analysis of R6G (λ=785 nm). (A) Detection of different
concentrations of R6G. (B) Optical image of the µPAD. The zoom shows a dark field image of the tip,
where (a) and (b) show the position of the laser spot used to collect the R6G spectra shown in Figure 5C.
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Fig. 5.7 SERS Detection limit on a single cellulose microfiber.

(A) Detection of 100 attomolar of

fluorescein. (a) and (b) represent SERS spectra collected at the positions indicated in panel B. The bands
-1

-1

-1

at 1075 cm , 1138 cm and 1385 cm are assigned to fluorescein. (B) Optical and fluorescence image of
-1

-1

the µPAD tip. C) Detection of 2-naphthalene thiol. The peaks at 516 cm , 600 cm , 638 cm
assigned to ring deformation and twist.
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Chapter 6 Multiplexed Charge-Selective Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering based on Plasmonic
Calligraphy
6.1 Introduction
Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) involves the dramatic enhancement (under ideal
conditions >10

10

times) of Raman scattering signal (vibrational molecular fingerprint) from molecules

adsorbed on or in close proximity to a nanostructured metal surface.

[56, 121]

SERS is a highly promising

transduction platform for the detection of trace levels of both known and unknown chemical and biological
species with applications spanning from life sciences, environmental monitoring, to homeland security.
122-126]

[79,

Remarkable progress in the synthesis of shape-controlled plasmonic nanostructures over the last

15 years has led to numerous SERS substrates.

However, most of these efforts were focused on
[46, 123, 201-211]

achieving large and uniform SERS enhancement across the substrate.

To transform SERS

into a viable chemical detection method in real-world settings, one of the challenges that must be
overcome is the inherent poor chemical selectivity of plasmonic nanostructures to capture target analytes
[79]

in complex chemical environment.

the selectivity of SERS substrates.

To date there have only been a few studies focusing on improving

[212-215]

A multiplexed SERS substrate, enabling the detection of

multiple target analytes on the same surface is a powerful means for real-world chemical detection. To
achieve chemical selectivity from a complex mixture, selective coatings on SERS-active surfaces have
been employed to promote the adsorption of analytes and prevent the adsorption of unwanted species.

[79,

215, 216]

Paper-based technologies have emerged as attractive analytical and detection platforms owing to the
many advantages of paper substrates, such as high specific surface area, excellent wicking properties,
compatibility with conventional printing approaches, significant cost reduction, flexibility and easy/cheap
disposal.

[217-221]

We have recently successfully demonstrated a highly sensitive paper-based SERS

substrate, which involves uniform adsorption of metal nanostructures onto common filter paper by
immersion approach.

[222-224]

Despite the inherent morphological heterogeneity, paper-based SERS

substrates exhibited excellent homogeneity in optical properties and SERS enhancement. However,
immersion approach precludes spatial multiplexing (i.e., realizing multiple test domains for the detection
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of two or more analytes on the same substrate) as it results in uniform adsorption of metal nanoparticles
over the entire paper substrate.
Here, we introduce a simple yet powerful approach, namely, plasmonic calligraphy for realizing spatially
isolated and chemically-selective test domains.

This technique can be potentially automated by

implementing with a robotic arm for realizing large scale patterns on paper substrates. It can serve as an
alternate path forward to multiplexed paper-based SERS substrates by overcoming the drawbacks of
conventional printing approaches, which involve tedious routines for optimizing the nanoparticle ink
formulation for ink-jet printing and expensive equipment costs in the case of material printers.

[162, 225]

Recently we have demonstrated a multiplexed label-free bioassay based on localized surface plasmon
resonance using calligraphy of bioplasmonic nanostructures.

[226]

In the present study, as a proof-of-

principle, we demonstrate a chemically-selective multiplexed SERS substrate in which isolated test
domain achieved by plasmonic calligraphy are comprised of polyelectrolyte-coated gold nanorods. These
plasmonic nanostructures bind to oppositely charged species in a multi-analyte chemical mixture enabling
multiplexed charge-selective chemical detection.
6.2 Experimental details
Materials: Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), chloroauric acid (HAuCl4), ascorbic acid, sodium
borohydride, rhodamnine 6G (R6G), methyl orange (MO), poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) (Mw=70,000
g/mol), and poly(allyl amine hydrochloride) (PAH) (Mw=56,000 g/mol) were purchased from SigmaAldrich. Silver nitrate and filter paper (Whatman #1) was purchased from VWR international. All the
chemicals have been used as received with no further purification.

Paper mate profile retractable

ballpoint pens were bought from Amazon.com, Inc. Dove damage therapy intensive repair shampoo was
purchased from a supermarket.
Preparation of polyelectrolytes coated gold nanorods (AuNRs) and corresponding plasmonic ink:
[227]

AuNRs were coated with polyelectrolytes as previously reported.

Briefly, 5 ml of twice-centrifuged

AuNR solution was added drop-wise to 5 ml of PSS (0.2% w/v) in NaCl aqueous solution (6 mM) under
vigorous stirring, followed by stirring for 3 hours.

To remove excess PSS, the above solution was

centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min, and the pellet was dispersed in nanopure water after removing the
supernatant. To modify AuNRs with PAH, 5ml of PSS coated AuNR solution was added drop-wise to 5
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ml of PAH (0.2% w/v) in 6 mM NaCl aqueous solution, followed by stirring for 3 hours. The resultant 1ml
of PSS and PAH coated AuNR solution (~1 nM) was centrifuged and concentrated to 10 µl solution as ink,
which was injected into a ball point pen refill cleaned with ethanol and nanopure water by sonication.
SERS spectra measurements: A regular laboratory filter paper (Whatman #1) calligraphed with PSSAuNRs and PAH-AuNRs at distinct regions was employed as the SERS substrate (Fig. 6.3A inset). Each
test domain was comprised of five adjacent lines and each line involved two strokes. Repetitive stroke at
the same position was employed to increase the density of nanorods while five adjacent strokes were
applied to create larger test domains for statistical analysis. The width of each stroke depends on the tip
of the ball point pen, which in this case was measured to be around 1 mm (Fig. 6.2A inset).

These

substrates were exposed to different concentrations of rhodamine (R6G) and methyl orange (MO) for 1
hour followed by thoroughly rinsing with water and allowing them to naturally dry. SERS spectra from
paper substrates were collected using a Renishaw InVia Raman microscope and Wire 3.0 software
operating on a dedicated computer. Spectra were collected using the 785 nm laser, which was focused
on the sample using a 20X objective with 10 sec exposure time. The laser power at the sample surface
was measured to be approximately 0.7 mW. At least six spectra were collected from different spots
across each substrate.
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Characterization of oppositely charged AuNRs
AuNRs modified with negatively charged poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) and positively charged
poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) were employed as plasmonic ink to achieve charge-selective
multiplexed SERS. AuNRs are particularly attractive as SERS medium considering the facile and large
tunability of the LSPR wavelength of nanorods with aspect ratio and the electromagnetic (EM) hot-spots
at their edges.

[139, 221, 228-231]

AuNRs, synthesized using a seed-mediated approach, are positively charged

with a length of 59.9±3.1 nm and a diameter of 21.6±2.2 nm (TEM image in Figure 6.1A).

[232, 233]

UV-vis

extinction spectra of the AuNRs are characterized by two distinct bands at ~512 nm and 675 nm
corresponding to the transverse (lower wavelength) and longitudinal (higher wavelength) oscillation of
electrons with incident EM field (Figure 6.1B).

Adsorption of PSS on positively charged

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) stabilized AuNRs through electrostatic interaction resulted in a
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small red shift of ~1 nm in the longitudinal LSPR wavelength of AuNRs due to increase of refractive index
of medium around AuNRs. Similarly a further red shift of ~1 nm was observed upon adsorbing a layer of
PAH on PSS modified AuNRs. The shape of the LSPR bands of PSS coated AuNRs (called PSS-AuNRs
henceforth) and PAH coated AuNRs (called PAH-AuNRs henceforth) is identical to that of the pristine
AuNRs solution indicating the absence of aggregation during surface modification (Figure 6.1B).

[234]

Zeta

potential values of CTAB coated AuNRs, PSS-AuNRs, and PAH-AuNRs were measured to be +33 mV, 67 mV, and +48 mV, respectively, which further confirms the successful modification of AuNRs with
positively and negatively charged polyelectrolytes (Figure 6.1C).
6.3.2 Characterization of SERS substrates fabricated using plasmonic calligraphy
To achieve SERS test domains with differential functionalization of plasmonic nanostructures on paper
substrates, we employ polyelectrolyte coated AuNRs as ink. Such plasmonic ink facilitates one to create
test domains comprised of functionalized nanostructures on paper substrates adjacent to each other
without cross-contaminating the test domains based on the concept of plasmonic calligraphy as illustrated
in Figure 6.2A. The inset depicts the SEM image of the tip of a ballpoint pen with a ball diameter of ~1.5
mm, showing the residue of AuNRs ink left on the ball surface. Ball pens are particularly well-suited for
dispensing nanoparticle inks due to their compatibility with liquid and gels.

[235]

The viscosity of AuNRs ink

was measured to be ~1.25 Pa·s, which is close to the optimal viscosity of silver nanoparticle ink reported
previously for writing electrically conductive lines on paper surface.

[236]

The density of the nanostructures on the paper substrate can be controlled by the number of strokes.
The density of the PSS-AuNRs adsorbed on the paper substrate for a single stroke was found to be
2

35±8/µm from SEM images (Figure 6.2B).

Interestingly, some nanorods were observed under the

cellulose fiber, possibly from the diffusion of AuNRs during the writing process. However, owing to the
porous nature of filter paper, these AuNRs are still accessible to the chemical analytes. Extinction spectra
2

were collected from five different spots (spot size of 2×2 µm ) of written PSS-AuNRs line and the variation
in the extinction intensity of the longitudinal LSPR band, which corresponds to the optical density, was
found to be relatively small (relative standard deviation of 10%). Longitudinal LSPR wavelength also
exhibited a small standard deviation of ~1 nm, which indicates the absence of uncontrolled aggregation of
AuNR (Figure 6.2C). The excellent spectral homogeneity is due to the uniform adsorption of AuNRs on
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paper substrates as evidenced by the SEM images (Figure 6.2B, S4.1). The spectral homogeneity
observed here is quite remarkable considering the simplicity of the writing process and the inherent
heterogeneity of the paper substrates (large surface roughness and hierarchical nature of the fibrous mat).
Notably, the adsorption of AuNRs on paper is sufficiently strong to resist desorption from paper surface
even after extensive rinsing with water as confirmed by little change in the intensity and shape of
extinction spectra collected before and after rinsing.
6.3.3 Charge selective detection of chemical analytes
To demonstrate the charge selective detection of chemical analytes, we chose positively charged
rhodamine 6G (R6G) and negatively charged methyl orange (MO) as analytes. We hypothesize that the
negatively charged analytes (i.e., MO) preferentially adsorb to the test domain comprised of positively
charged PAH-AuNRs and positively charged analytes (i.e., R6G) preferentially adsorb to the test domain
comprised of negatively charged PSS-AuNRs, enabling charge-selective detection of the analytes. To
test charge selectivity of calligraphed SERS test domains, we wrote two distinct test domains comprised
of PSS-AuNRs and PAH-AuNRs on the same strip of filter paper as shown in the top right inset of Figure
3A. Two identical test strips was exposed to separate R6G and MO aqueous solutions (10 µM) and
SERS spectra were collected from both test domains (Figure 6.3A). For the test strip exposed to MO
solution, SERS spectrum obtained from PAH-AuNR domain revealed characteristic Raman bands of MO
-1

at 1117, 1143, and 1392/1422 cm , corresponding to Ph-N stretching, C-H deformation, and N=N
stretching vibration, respectively (Figure 6.3B).

[237]

On the other hand, PSS-AuNR test domain did not

exhibit any Raman bands corresponding to MO, which indicates the absence of MO due to the
electrostatic repulsion. Similarly, for the test strip exposed to R6G solution, SERS spectrum of PSS-1

AuNRs exhibited strong Raman bands corresponding to R6G at 612, 1311, and 1363/1509 cm , which
correspond to C-C-C ring in-plane vibration, C-O-C stretching, and aromatic C-C stretching vibration,
respectively (Figure 6.3C).

[238]

In contrast, PAH-AuNRs domain did not exhibit any R6G bands.

To test the selectivity of the SERS test domains from a chemical mixture, a paper strip with PAH-AuNRs
and PSS-AuNRs test domains was exposed to a mixture of R6G and MO (concentration of 100 µM each).
Following thorough rinsing with nanopure water, SERS spectra were collected from both test domains.
The test domain comprised of PSS-AuNR exhibited Raman bands corresponding to R6G while the PAH-
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AuNR test domain exhibited Raman bands corresponding to MO (Figure 6.3D and E). These results
clearly indicate the charge selectivity of polyelectrolyte-modified AuNRs even from a mixture of chemical
compounds. Furthermore, plasmonic calligraphy approach demonstrated here serves a simple and facile
tool to create charge-selective SERS test domains.
Next, we set out to probe the trace detection ability and limit of detection (LOD) of the calligraphed
charge-selective test domains. Figure 6.4A shows the SERS spectra collected from PAH-AuNRs domain
after exposure to different concentrations of MO in water. The spectra clearly reveal the monotonic
decrease in the intensity of the characteristic Raman bands of MO with decreasing concentration. The
-1

most intense Raman band at 1117 cm was used to analyze the trace detection ability of the calligraphed
test domains. The Raman band is clearly distinguishable (signal to noise ratio (SNR) > 10) down to 10
nM concentration as seen from the higher resolution spectra compared to PAH-AuNRs control (Figure
-1

6.4B). The plot of the intensity of the 1117 cm band vs. concentration of MO collected from PAH-AuNRs
region shows a monotonic increase of the intensity with increasing concentrations of MO, in contrast to
virtually no signal corresponding to MO from PSS-AuNRs at different concentrations (Figure 6.4C).
As expected, SERS spectra collected from PSS-AuNRs region upon exposure to different concentrations
of R6G aqueous solution clearly show the intensity decrease in characteristic Raman bands of R6G with
-1

decreasing concentrations (Figure 6.4D). Raman band at 1363 cm was employed for probing the trace
detection ability of the test domains. The Raman band is clearly distinguishable (SNR > 8) down to 10
-1

nM concentration (Figure 6.4E). The plot of the intensity of the 1363 cm band vs. concentration of R6G
collected from PSS-AuNRs region shows a monotonic increase of the intensity with increasing
concentrations of R6G, in contrast to extremely small signal for various concentrations observed from
PAH-AuNRs domain (Figure 6.2F). One would expect stronger SERS signals from PSS-AuNR exposed
to R6G compared to PAH-AuNR exposed to MO due to the smaller separation of the analyte from AuNR
surface in the case of PSS-AuNR (note that PAH was coated on PSS-AuNR).

However, we have

observed that the PSS-AuNR exposed to R6G exhibited slightly smaller SERS intensity compared to
PAH-AuNR exposed to MO possibly because the affinity between MO and PAH is stronger compared to
that between R6G and PSS. The detection limit of SERS substrate can be improved by increasing the
density of AuNRs on the paper substrate by applying more strokes.
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[223]

The SERS substrates exhibit

excellent homogeneity with relative standard deviation of ~20%, which is close to the values observed for
commercially available microfabricated SERS substrates.

[168]

This level of homogeneity is remarkable

considering the simplicity of the calligraphy approach and inherent heterogeneity of the paper substrates.
In fact, the variation in the SERS signals was found to be largely due to the focal variations of the incident
laser on the paper substrates as described previously.

[223]

6.3.4 Complex real-world chemical mixtures analysis
To elucidate the charge selectivity of polyelectrolyte modified AuNRs with varying chemical and physical
environmental conditions, paper strips with calligraphed test domains were exposed to chemically
complex media involving many interfering compounds.

Shampoo represents a complex mixture of

organic chemicals, especially anionic surfactants, such as sodium laureth sulfate, sodium lauryl sulfate,
sodium, ammonium, and triethanolammonium (TEA) lauryl sulfates, which serves as a true representation
of a real-world sample. Figure 6.5A clearly shows the prominent characteristic Raman bands of MO
detected from PAH-AuNRs after exposure to 1 mg/ml of a commercial shampoo solution spiked with MO
(1mM), compared to the sample exposed to virgin shampoo solution. On the other hand, no Raman
bands of MO were noted in the SERS spectra collected from PSS-AuNRs domain following the exposure
to MO spiked shampoo solution (Figure 6.5B).
SERS spectra collected from the PAH-AuNRs region upon exposure to different concentrations of MO
shampoo solution clearly demonstrates a decrease in intensity of characteristic MO Raman bands with
decreasing concentration (Figure 6.5C). The Raman band is clearly distinguishable (signal to noise ratio >
3) down to 1 µM concentration (Figure 6.5D). The higher detection limit (i.e., lower sensitivity) likely
results from the competitive interaction of MO and abundant anions in shampoo with positively charged
PAH-modified AuNRs. We have also performed SERS measurements from PSS-AuNRs region upon
exposure to different concentration of R6G spiked in shampoo solution (Figure S4.4). We noted similar
limit of detection (1 µM) for R6G. These results clearly demonstrate the charge selective SERS based
detection of chemical analytes from complex real-world mixtures using plasmonic calligraphy technique.
6.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have introduced plasmonic calligraphy as a simple and effective means to achieve
multiplexed charge-selective SERS substrate for detection of target chemical analytes from a complex
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chemical mixture. Plasmonic calligraphy approach serves as a simple, low-cost tool for creating wellisolated SERS test domains using functionalized plasmonic nanostructures as ink in a regular ballpoint
pen.

The approach suggested here obviates the need for any complex multi-step process such as

formation of hydrophilic test domains and hydrophobic barriers using complex material printing
approaches (usually performed using specialized material printers) to achieve multiple test domains on
the same strip of paper. Plasmonic calligraphy can be extended to various shape-controlled plasmonic
nanostructures with other surface functionalities to achieve arrays of chemically selective domains for
analyzing complex real-world chemical mixtures.
6.5 Supporting information
Supporting information for chapter 6 is provided in appendix 4.
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Figure 6.1 (A) Representative TEM image of AuNRs. (B) Extinction spectra and (C) Zeta potential of
AuNRs, PSS, and PAH modified AuNRs in aqueous solution.
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Figure 6.2 (A) Schematic illustration of the concept of plasmonic calligraphy (inset: SEM image of the tip
of a ball pen with AuNR ink residue on the surface). (B) SEM images of PSS-AuNRs calligraphed on
paper substrates. (C) Extinction spectra measured from five different spots of PSS-AuNRs test domain,
showing excellent spectral homogeneity with only small variation intensity.
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Figure 6.3 (A) Schematic illustration of charge-selective multiplexed SERS detection based on plasmonic
calligraphy (right top inset: a photograph of PSS-AuNRs and PAH-AuNRs lines written on paper, showing
uniform color). (B) SERS spectra collected from PAH-AuNRs and PSS-AuNRs upon exposure to 10 µM
of MO aqueous solution compared with PSS-AuNRs without exposure as control. (C) SERS spectra
collected from PAH-AuNRs and PSS-AuNRs upon exposure to 10 µM of R6G aqueous solution
compared with PAH-AuNRs without exposure as control. SERS spectra collected from (D) PAH-NR and
(E) PSS-NR test domains before and after exposure to mixture of R6G and MO, revealing the preferential
binding of R6G to PSS-NR and MO to PAH-NR.
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Figure 6.4 (A) SERS spectra obtained from PAH-AuNRs domain upon exposure to different
concentrations of MO aqueous solution. (B) Zoom in SERS spectra corresponding to 10 and 0 nM MO
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showing the distinct MO Raman bands for the sample exposed to 10 nM of MO. (C) Plot showing the
concentration vs. intensity of the 1117 cm

-1

Raman band of MO collected from PAH-AuNRs and PSS-

AuNRs test domains. (D) SERS spectra obtained from the paper substrate adsorbed with PSS-AuNRs
after exposure to different concentrations of R6G aqueous solution.

(E) Zoom in SERS spectra

corresponding to 10 and 0 nM R6G showing distinct R6G Raman bands from the sample exposed to 10
nM of R6G. (F) Plot showing the concentration vs. intensity of the 1363 cm
collected from PAH-AuNRs and PSS-AuNRs test domains.
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Figure 6.5 SERS spectra obtained from (A) PAH-AuNRs, (B) PSS-AuNRs test domains upon exposure to
1 mg/ml shampoo solution spiked with MO (1 mM) and virgin shampoo solution (C) SERS spectra
obtained from PAH-AuNRs test domain after exposure to different concentration of MO in 1 mg/ml
shampoo solution (D) Zoom in SERS spectra for low concentration of MO compared with PAH-AuNRs
control sample.
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Chapter 7 Gold Nanorods as Plasmonic Nanotransducers: Distance-dependent Refractive Index
Sensitivity
7.1 Introduction
The time-varying electric field of the electromagnetic (EM) radiation causes collective oscillation of
conduction electrons in metal nanoparticles with a resonance frequency, termed localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR).

[239, 240]

For noble metals such as gold, silver and copper, this resonance

frequency falls into the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. LSPR of metal nanostructures
depends on numerous factors such as composition, size, shape, dielectric environment, and proximity to
other nanostructures (plasmon coupling).

[1, 241]

The extremely high sensitivity of LSPR to changes in the

dielectric environment around the nanoparticles renders it an attractive transduction platform for chemical
and biological sensing.

[3, 5-9]

LSPR has been shown to be sensitive enough to differentiate various inert

gases with a refractive index difference on the order of 3×10

-4

refractive index units (RIU), probe the

conformational changes of individual biomacromolecules, detect single biomolecule binding events,
monitor the kinetics of catalytic activity of single NPs and even optically detect single electrons.

[11-13, 15]

The amplitude of EM near-field decays rapidly from metal surface along the direction perpendicular to the
interface into the metal and dielectric, which gives rise to the evanescent wave character to EM near[2, 23, 24, 242]

field.

The decay of the evanescent EM field can be described as characteristic EM decay

length, which depends on the composition, shape, and size of nanostructures.

[26]

LSPR transducer

response can be maximized by optimizing the refractive index sensitivity, and EM decay length of
nanostructures, which describes the sensing depth for LSPR sensors.

EM decay length has been

extensively investigated for gold and silver nanotriangle by Van Duyne and co-workers.

[27-29]

The EM

decay length for these LSPR nanosensors was estimated to be 5-15 nm depending on the size, shape,
and composition of the nanostructures. Sutherland and coworkers estimated the EM decay length of gold
nanorings to be 12nm, which closely matched with discrete dipole approximation (DDA) calculations.

[30]

The EM decay length of some other nanostructures such as gold nanocrescent and nanoisland were
found to increase with the size of nanostructures.

[31, 243]

Gold nanorods (AuNR) have been demonstrated to be highly promising class of plasmonic
nanostructures for surface enhanced Raman scattering
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[158, 159, 210]

, multiplexed biosensors,

[244-247]

and

nanomedicine

[248-253]

. Gold nanorods are particularly attractive for plasmonic sensors considering the

facile and large tunability of the LSPR wavelength of nanorods with aspect ratio and sharp corners, which
form electromagnetic hot-spots.

[4, 19, 195, 196, 254]

The importance of rational design of plasmonic

nanotransducers in maximizing the sensitivity and optimizing the performance of the nanobiosensor
cannot be overstated. Towards this end, Chilkoti and co-workers have described the dynamic sensing
range of gold nanorods using layer-by-layer assembly of polyeletrolytes.

[18]

In a subsequent report, the

same group has developed an analytical model for the rational design of biosensor based on LSPR shifts
of individual gold nanoparticles.

[228]

Recently, Lu and co-workers have reported a computational study

using finite-difference time-domain method, which described the key governing factors for the rational
design of gold nanorods as plasmonic nanosensors.

[255]

In this work, a linear increase in the EM decay

length with increase in length and diameter of the AuNRs with similar aspect ratio was observed.
While there are numerous reports, which demonstrate AuNR as plasmonic nanotransducers for
biosensing applications, a systematic experimental study to probe the distance-dependent refractive
index sensitivity and EM decay length of AuNR and their dependence on absolute dimensions (i.e., length
and diameter) of AuNR is still lacking.

In this work, the distance-dependent LSPR sensitivity and

electromagnetic decay length of AuNR with different diameters and lengths have been investigated using
LbL assembly of polyelectrolytes. Knowledge of the distance-dependent sensitivity enables the rational
design and fabrication of plasmonic biosensors.
7.2 Experimental section
Materials: Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), chloroauric acid, ascorbic acid, sodium borohydride,
poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) (Mw=70,000 g/mol), and poly(allyl amine hydrochloride) (PAH) (Mw=56,000
g/mol) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Silver nitrate was purchased from VWR international. Poly(2vinyl pyridine) (Mw=200,000 g/mol) was obtained from Scientific Polymer Products. H 2O2 was obtained
from J. T. Baker. 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxy succinimide
(NHS), Rabbit IgG and Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (Mw=150kDa) were purchased from Thermo scientific. SHPEG-COOH was purchased from Jenkem Technology. All the chemicals have been used as received
with no further purification.
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Synthesis of gold nanorods: Gold nanorods were synthesized using a seed-mediated approach.

[84, 85]

Seed solution was prepared by adding 0.6 mL of an ice-cold solution of 10 mM sodium borohydride into
-4

10 mL of magnetically stirred 0.1 M CTAB and 2.5 × 10 M HAuCl4 aqueous solution at room temperature.
The color of the seed solution changed from yellow to brown. Growth solution was prepared by mixing 95
mL of 0.1 M CTAB, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 or 0.8 mL of 10 mM silver nitrate, 5 mL of 10 mM HAuCl4, and 0.55 mL of
0.1 M ascorbic acid in the same order. The solution was homogenized by gentle stirring. To the resulting
colorless solution, 0.12 mL of freshly prepared seed solution was added and set aside in dark for 14 h. In
this method, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 or 0.8 mL of silver nitrate were added to obtain AuNR with the diameters of ~24,
20, 16, and 14 nm, respectively. Prior to use, the AuNR solution was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 min
to remove excess CTAB and redispersed in nanopure water (18.2 MΩ-cm). The centrifugation procedure
was repeated twice. AuNR with different lengths but same diameter were obtained by adding 0.1 ml H 2O2
(30%) to ~59 nm long AuNR solution (0.9 ml) followed by waiting for 10, 30, 60 or 120 min to
progressively shorten the length of nanorods to ~55, 45, 37, and 31 nm, respectively.

[256]

Adsorption of AuNR on glass surface: The glass substrate deposited with AuNR was fabricated by
modifying the substrate with poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (P2VP) by exposing the piranha cleaned glass surface
to 4% (w/v) P2VP solution in ethanol. After rinsing the substrate with ethanol, it was exposed to AuNR
solution to enable adsorption of the gold nanorods. Finally, the substrate was rinsed with water to remove
the loosely bound nanorods, leaving a highly dense layer of nanorods on the surface.
Polyelectrolyte LbL assembly: The substrates adsorbed with AuNR were immersed in 10 mM PSS in
0.1 M NaCl aqueous solution for 15 minutes followed by rinsing with nanopure water for 30 sec and
rinsing with 0.1 M NaCl solution for additional 30 sec on each side of glass slides. Then the substrates
were immersed in a solution of 10mM PAH in 0.1 M NaCl for 15 minutes followed by rinsing procedure
described above. Subsequently, the substrates were dried under a stream of nitrogen before acquiring
extinction spectra using UV-vis spectrometer. This procedure was repeated 10 times to deposit a total of
10 bilayers. The thickness of each polyelectrolyte bilayer was measured to be ~2 nm.

[25]

SH-PEG-IgG conjugates preparation: To a solution of SH-PEG-COOH in water (37.5 µl, 20 µM,
Mw=5000 g/mol, Jenkem Technology), 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC, Thermo
Scientific) and N-hydroxy succinimide (NHS, Thermo Scientific) with the same molar ratio as SH-PEG-
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COOH were added followed by shaking for 1 h. The pH of the above reaction mixture was adjusted to 7.4
by adding 10x concentrated PBS buffer, followed by the addition of Rabbit IgG (10 µl, 75 µM, Mw=150
kDa, Thermo Scientific). The reaction mixture was incubated for 2 h, and then filtered to remove any
byproduct during the reaction using a 50 kDa filter. The final SH-PEG-IgG conjugates solution (0.75 µM)
was obtained after washing with pH 7.4 PBS buffer twice.

7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Synthesis of gold nanorods (AuNRs) of different dimensions
We have synthesized AuNR with diameters ranging from 14 to 24 nm using seed-mediated approach (Fig.
7.1A).

[85, 257]

UV-vis extinction spectra of AuNR are characterized by two distinct bands corresponding to

the transverse and longitudinal oscillation of electrons with incident EM field. For AuNR with similar
length (~50 nm), the transverse plasmon resonance wavelength was found to be at 509, 509.5, 512.5,
514 nm, corresponding to diameters 13.8±0.8, 16.1±1.1, 20.4±1.7, 23.7±1.8 nm, respectively (Fig. 7.1B).
Expectedly, a small red-shift and increase in intensity of transverse plasmon band was observed with
increase in AuNR diameter. On the other hand, AuNR with varying length and same diameter (~19nm)
were obtained by shortening AuNR with a length of 58.6±3.7 nm to lengths of 54.5±3.5, 45.1±3.0,
36.8±3.5, 31.3±3.0 nm (Fig. 7.2A). The longitudinal plasmon resonance wavelength for AuNR exhibited a
red-shift with increase in the aspect ratio (length/diameter) (Fig. 7.2B). The longitudinal plasmon band of
AuNR is known to be highly sensitive to the aspect ratio of AuNR, which can be understood within the
framework of Gans theory, which describes the optical properties of ellipsoid nanoparticles based on
dipole approximation.

[258]

In aqueous solution, the longitudinal plasmon resonance wavelength ( max ) is

linearly proportional to the aspect ratio (R) given by the following relationship:

max  95R  420

[259-261]

(1)

AuNR were adsorbed on poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (P2VP)-coated glass slide by exposing the glass slide to
AuNR solution, followed by extensive rinsing with water to remove weakly adsorbed nanorods.

[139, 262]

The pyridyl groups of P2VP are known to have high affinity for gold, resulting in strong adsorption of
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AuNR to P2VP film.

[263]

AFM images revealed the uniform distribution of AuNR with no signs of

aggregation or patchiness (Fig. 7.3A).
7.3.2 Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly of polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM)
Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly of polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) involves the alternate adsorption of
oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. LbL assembly offers an excellent control over the thickness of the
PEM down to ~ 1nm.

[25, 264-267]

We employed LbL assembly of polyelectrolytes for probing the distance-

dependent LSPR sensitivity and EM decay length of AuNR with different dimensions (Fig. 7.3B).
Electrostatic LbL assembly was performed by alternate adsorption of negatively charged poly(styrene
sulfonate) (PSS) and positively charged poly(allyl amine hydrochloride) (PAH). LbL assembly of PAH and
PSS has been extensively studied and is known to result in a linear increase of PEM film thickness with
the number of bilayers, consistent with our own studies.

[268]

AFM scratch test after the deposition of 10

bilayers revealed the thickness of the PEM on the glass surface between AuNR to be ~20 nm, which
closely agrees with the value reported previously for PAH-PSS system (Fig. 7.3C).

[25]

The diameter of

AuNR, as measured from AFM images, even after the deposition of 10 bilayers remained virtually
unchanged, suggesting the conformal deposition of the polyelectrolyte multilayers on these
nanostructures.
7.3.3 Distance-dependent sensitivity and electromagnetic decay length
To probe the distance-dependent sensitivity and electromagnetic decay length of AuNR with different
dimensions, extinction spectra were collected following the deposition of each polyelectrolyte bilayer (Fig.
7.4A-D and Fig. 7.5A-E).

The spectra revealed a progressive red-shift in LSPR wavelength and a

monotonic increase in LSPR intensity with the deposition of each bilayer due to the increase in the
refractive index (from air to polymer layer). The longitudinal band of AuNR deposited on glass substrate
exhibits a weak shoulder due to the coupling of longitudinal plasmon bands of the nanorods (Fig.
7.4E).

[230]

Owing to its higher refractive index sensitivity compared to transverse plasmon band,

longitudinal plasmon band of AuNR is routinely employed in plasmonic biosensing.

We analyzed the

longitudinal plasmon band of AuNR to probe the distance-dependent LSPR shift and EM decay length of
AuNR. The longitudinal LSPR wavelength was obtained by deconvoluting the extinction band into two
Gaussian peaks (Fig. 7.4E).

The peak corresponding to the plasmon resonance of the individual
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nanorods was used to identify the LSPR wavelength and measure the EM decay length of AuNR. The
cumulative LSPR wavelength shift following the deposition of each polyelectrolyte layer for nanorods with
different dimensions increases with increase in aspect ratio (Fig. 7.4F and Fig. 7.5F). The incremental
LSPR shifts decrease with the addition of polyelectrolyte layers indicating that LSPR sensitivity of AuNR
decreases with the increase in the distance from AuNR surface.
Owing to the evanescent nature of the EM field at the surface of the plasmonic nanostructures, the LSPR
wavelength shift exhibits a characteristic decay with the increasing distance from the surface of the
nanorods (i.e. increasing number of layers), given by





R  m 1  exp  2d

l



(2)

where R is LSPR shift, m is the refractive index sensitivity of AuNR, Δη is the change in the refractive
index in RIU, d is the adsorbate layer thickness (thickness of the polyelectrolyte layer in this case) and l is
the EM decay length. The refractive index sensitivity (m) and EM decay length (l) of AuNR were
calculated by fitting the experimental data of LSPR shift using equation (2).
The variation in the EM decay length of AuNR with varying diameter and similar length of ~50 nm and
varying length and constant diameter of ~19 nm is shown in Fig 7.6A and Fig 7.6B, respectively. EM
decay length increases linearly as a function of both AuNR length and diameter, which is in agreement
with a recent computational study by Lu and co-workers. The increase in the EM decay length with
change in diameter (1.29±0.13 nm/nm) was nearly five times higher compared to that of the length
(0.23±0.01 nm/nm) indicating that diameter is a more convenient handle to tune the EM decay length of
AuNR (Fig. 7.6A and Fig. 7.6B). On the other hand, for the AuNR dimensions studied here, EM decay
length does not exhibit any general trend with the aspect ratio of AuNR (Fig. 7.6C). For AuNR of similar
aspect ratio (~2.3), larger nanorods of 55×24 nm exhibit higher EM decay length (30.0±0.8 nm) compared
to smaller nanorods of 45×19 nm (23.0±0.7 nm).

In other words, small nanorods have shorter

electromagnetic decay length, which consequently have higher local sensitivity in the vicinity of AuNR
surface.
The linear increase in the EM decay length with the increase in length and diameter of AuNR is in
agreement with computational study by Lu et al.

[255]

Furthermore, the computational results also indicate

the higher sensitivity of EM decay length to diameter compared to length of AuNR, which is in agreement
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with our experimental findings. However, experimentally observed increase in EM decay length with
increasing AuNR length (~0.23 nm/nm) is slightly higher compared to that obtained in the computational
study (0.17 nm/nm). The discrepancy between experimental and computational results can be mainly
attributed to the substrate effect in experiments and the absence of the same in simulations. The PEM
film on the glass surface in the immediate vicinity of the nanorods influences the effective refractive index
experienced by the nanorods as the thickness of the PEM in these regions becomes comparable to the
diameter of the nanorods. Furthermore, in the case of the FDTD simulations, the model was simplified to
two dimensions and the refractive index change was administered over the entire surface of the nanorods
uniformly.
Recently, Chilkoti et al. have suggested that the molecular detection limit of AuNR can be expressed as
an analytical equation as:

[228]

U2
U 2
system
fit
S
L 
M V RI
  2r 
A
 3S
exp 
 l  0
 d 
V

(3)

 

Where L

M

is the molecular detection limit of the system,

V

S

is the sensing volume,

V

volume, RI is the RI difference between the analyte and the surrounding medium,

peak measurement uncertainty,

U

fit

is the peak determination uncertainty,

nanorod surface at which the analyte binds,

r is

A
U

is the analyte

system

is the

the distance from the

S is the bulk RI sensitivity, and l is the EM decay length.
d
0

Furthermore, from their experimental observations they suggested that the EM decay length of AuNR can
be expressed as a function of aspect ratio:

[228]

2
d 
l  228  1     176
d
l

(4)

Where ld is the EM decay length, l and d are length and diameter of AuNR, respectively. The analytical
expression implies that

l

d

monotonically increases with an increase in the aspect ratio of AuNR.
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However, our experimental findings and previous computational study suggest that the absolute
dimensions of AuNR (i.e., length and diameter) determine the EM decay length rather than the aspect
ratio of AuNR. In other words, large nanorods (e.g., 54×24 nm) with smaller aspect ratio have higher EM
decay length compared with small nanorods (e.g., 50×14 nm) with larger aspect ratio (Fig. 7.6C).
Therefore, one has to consider the absolute dimensions of AuNR and not just the aspect ratio in the
rational choice of AuNR as nanotransducers.

7.3.4 Maximization of optical response for biosensing
According to equation 2, to maximize the optical response to refractive index changes (e.g., biomolecule
binding), one should (i) maximize RIS (m) and (ii) match the electromagnetic decay length (l) to the
dielectric layer thickness (i.e., receptor+analyte layer thickness).

This essentially means that the

dimensions of the nanorods and hence the EM decay length need to be tuned to match the
receptor+analyte layer thickness. We illustrate this point by evaluating the biosensing performance of
AuNR with same aspect ratio (~2.7) and different dimensions of 59×22 and 38×14 (Fig 7.7B). We
employed Rabbit IgG (capture molecule) and anti-Rabbit IgG (target bioanalyte) as model biomolecules
to demonstrate the LSPR biosensor. Figure 7A illustrates the steps involved in the biofunctionalization of
AuNR for the detection of target bioanalytes. Thiol-terminated polyethylene glycol (SH-PEG), a nontoxic
and hydrophilic polymer, serves as a flexible linker to increase the accessibility of IgG to target
biomolecules and forms a stable protective layer around AuNRs to reduce non-specific binding. AuNR
were functionalized with SH-PEG-IgG molecules (see experimental section for details). Subsequently,
AuNR-IgG conjugates were exposed to Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (anti-IgG henceforth) solution resulting in its
specific binding to IgG, which can be detected as a red-shift in the LSPR wavelength of AuNRs (Fig. 7.7C
and Fig. 7.7D).
For the typical IgG thickness of 3-4 nm,

[269, 270]

larger AuNR with EM decay length much higher than

thickness of IgG leads to a weaker response considering that the IgG molecules occupies only a small
fraction of the sensing volume compared to smaller nanorods. This is confirmed by comparing the LSPR
shifts upon appending IgG to AuNR; larger AuNR (59×22 nm) showed smaller red-shift (~26.8 nm)
compared to smaller AuNR (38×14 nm), which exhibited significantly higher shift (~39.8 nm). On the
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other hand, considering that anti-IgG binding occurs ~4 nm far from AuNR surface, smaller nanorods with
lower EM decay length are not ideal as the analyte would lie, at least partially, outside the sensing volume.
For this case, larger nanorods are required to ensure that the analyte is within the sensing volume. Upon
anti-IgG binding to IgG, larger AuNR (59×22 nm) showed a larger red-shift (~10.5 nm) compared to
smaller AuNR (38×14 nm), which exhibited a significantly smaller red-shift (~4.0 nm) (Fig. 7.7E). It is
interesting to note that the fraction of the total shift (i.e., IgG+anti-IgG) upon anti-IgG binding in the case
of larger AuNR (59×22 nm) is nearly 38%, while it is extremely small (~9%) in the case of smaller
nanorods (38×14 nm). Clearly, the absolute dimensions play a critical role in the rational design of AuNRbased plasmonic nanobiosensors.
7.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have presented a systematic experimental study on the influence of AuNR dimensions
on distance-dependent LSPR sensitivity and EM decay length using electrostatic LbL assembly of
polyelectrolytes. Electromagnetic decay length was found to increase linearly with both AuNR length and
diameter.

The increase in the EM decay length with change in diameter was significantly higher

(~1.29nm/nm) compared to that with change in length (~0.23 nm/nm). In contrast to earlier reports, for
AuNR dimensions studied here, EM decay length did not exhibit any general trend with the aspect ratio.
Knowledge of the EM decay length enables rational choice of plasmonic nanotransducers for maximizing
the sensitivity of nanotransducers for a given receptor-analyte pair. The dependence of EM decay length
and distance-dependent refractive index sensitivity on nanotransducer dimensions is expected to be
relevant to other types of plasmonic nanostructures and LbL forms a powerful to experimentally measure
the EM decay length of such nanotransducers.
7.5 Supporting information
Supporting information for chapter 7 is provided in appendix 5.
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Figure 7.1 (A) Representative TEM images of AuNR with similar length and different diameters. (B)
Corresponding extinction spectra of AuNR solution.
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Figure 7.2 (A) Representative TEM images of AuNR with similar diameter and different lengths. (B)
Corresponding extinction spectra of AuNR solution.
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A

B

C

Figure 7.3 (A) AFM showing uniformly adsorbed AuNR on P2VP-modified glass substrate (the inset scale
bar is 200 nm, Z scale is 80nm) (B) Schematic of AuNR on a glass substrate covered with polyelectrolyte
multilayers. (C) AFM image along the edge of an intentional scratch in PEM film comprised of 10 bilayers
deposited on AuNR. Cross-sectional profile shows the thickness of the PEM film on the glass substrate
and the conformal deposition of PEM film on AuNR (52×20 nm).
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Figure 7.4 (A-D) UV-vis extinction spectra of AuNR with different diameters following the deposition each
polyelectrolyte layer showing a progressive red-shift and increase in the intensity of the longitudinal
plasmon band. (E) Deconvolution of the longitudinal LSPR band of AuNR adsorbed on glass substrate
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into two Gaussian peaks. (F) Plot of cumulative shift of longitudinal plasmon resonance wavelength with
the deposition of PEM on AuNR with different diameters.
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Figure 7.5 (A-E) UV-vis extinction spectra of AuNR with different lengths following the deposition each
polyelectrolyte layer showing a progressive red-shift and increase in the intensity of the longitudinal
plasmon band. (F) Plot of cumulative shift of longitudinal plasmon resonance wavelength with the
deposition of PEM on AuNR with different lengths.
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Figure 7.6 Electromagnetic decay lengths of AuNR (A) with different diameters, and (B) with different
lengths. (C) Plot showing the EM decay length vs. aspect ratio of AuNR.
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Figure 7.7 (A) Schematic illustration representing the fabrication steps of AuNR-based plasmonic
biosensor for anti-IgG detection. (B) Representative TEM images of AuNR with the same aspect ratio but
different dimensions. Extinction spectra corresponding to AuNR of different dimensions upon appendage
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of SH-IgG and subsequent binding of anti-IgG (C) 58×22nm and (D) 37×14nm. (E) Plot showing the
LSPR shift of longitudinal plasmon resonance wavelength corresponding to the fabrication steps of IgG
and anti-IgG.
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Chapter 8 Bioplasmonic Paper as a Platform for Detection of Kidney Cancer Biomarkers
8.1 Introduction
Renal cancer is generally silent, frequently fatal and accounts for 3% of adult malignancies.

It is

estimated that in 2012 alone 64,770 new cases will be diagnosed with and 13,570 deaths will occur of
[271]

cancer of the kidney and renal pelvis.

Altogether, this disease represents the sixth leading cause of

death due to cancer. In a recent study, it has been demonstrated that the proteins aquaporin-1 (AQP1)
and adipophilin (ADFP) in urine form excellent candidates for the non-invasive and early detection of
renal cancer carcinoma (RCC).

[272]

While this study clearly demonstrated the possibility of using these

proteins as potential biomarkers for early and non-invasive detection of RCC, an inexpensive and high
throughput biodetection platform is required to translate these biomarkers to clinical setting and
incorporation into routine health physical.

Conventional labeled assays such as enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) are time consuming and expensive, and require tedious labeling
procedures making them unsuitable for rapid and routine urinalysis. The above considerations clearly
suggest the need for a label-free approach, for rapid and quantitative detection of the proteins in urine at
physiologically relevant concentrations (ng/ml).
Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of metal nanostructures, which involves collective coherent
oscillation of dielectrically confined conduction electrons, is sensitive to numerous factors such as
composition, size, shape, surrounding dielectric medium, and proximity to other nanostructures.

[1-4]

The

sensitivity of LSPR to local changes in dielectric environment renders it an attractive transduction platform
for chemical and biological sensing.

[5-10]

LSPR of metal nanostructures has been shown to be sensitive
-4

enough to differentiate inert gases with refractive index contrast (δn) on the order of 3×10 , probe the
conformational changes of biomacromolecules, detect single biomolecule binding events, monitor the
[11-15]

kinetics of catalytic activity of single nanoparticles, and even optically detect single electron.
Detection of various biomolecules such as proteins

[3, 16-19]

and DNA,

[20-22]

have been demonstrated in the

past few years making the transduction platform promising for the development of simple, highly sensitive,
label-free, and cost-effective diagnostics.
Most of the LSPR sensors demonstrated so far rely on rigid planar substrates (e.g., glass, silicon) owing
to their compatibility with various well-established lithographic approaches (e.g., photolithography, e-
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beam lithography and nanosphere lithography), which are routinely employed for either fabrication or
assembly of plasmonic nanotransducers.

[4, 28, 273, 274]

Compared to these conventional substrates, paper

has numerous advantages such as high specific surface area, excellent wicking properties, compatibility
with conventional printing approaches, significant cost reduction and easy disposability. For all these
reasons, paper is gaining increased attention as a potential substrate for various applications including
biodiagnostics, food quality testing as well as environmental monitoring.

[106-109, 275-277]

Paper substrates

functionalized with inorganic nanoparticles such as gold, silver, and titania have been investigated for a
wide range of applications including self-cleaning,

[278]

disinfection,

[279]

colorimetric sensing,
[281],[159],[162]

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) based trace analyte detection,
activity.

[280]

surface

and antimicrobial

[282]

Here, we report for the first time a bioplasmonic paper that comprises of a common laboratory filter paper
uniformly adsorbed with biofunctionalized plasmonic nanostructures for the detection of target bioanalytes
from model physiological fluids. The sensitivity and detection limit of the paper based LSPR substrate is
on par or better compared to the conventional rigid substrates using similar plasmonic nanostructures.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the deployment of such bioplasmonic paper as a flexible swab to collect
2

and detect trace quantities (few µg spread over cm area) of model bioanalytes on real-world surfaces.

8.2 Experimental section
AuNR and AuNR-IgG conjugates on rigid planar substrates: Glass substrates were cut into
approximately 1×2 cm rectangular slides and cleaned in piranha solution (3:1 (v/v) mixture of H 2SO4 and
30% H2O2) followed by extensive rinsing with nanopure water. AuNR or AuNR-IgG conjugates were
adsorbed onto glass substrates following the modification of the surface with (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxy-silane (MPTMS) by exposing the glass surface to 5% MPTMS in ethanol for 15 min followed
by ultrasonication in ethanol for 30 min and rinsing with water. Subsequently, the glass surface was
exposed to AuNR or AuNR-IgG conjugates solution for 1 h, followed by rinsing with water to remove the
loosely bound nanorods. Similar approach was employed for biofunctionalization of AuNR with antiAQP1 (Sigma), which were employed for the detection of AQP1 (Origene) from artificial urine (Surine,
Cerilliant).
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Plasmonic paper substrates preparation: Adsorption of AuNR-IgG conjugates on paper substrate was
2

achieved by immersing a 1×1 cm paper in AuNR-IgG conjugates solution (2 ml) for 12 h. After removing
from the solution, the paper was thoroughly rinsed with water, and then exposed to SH-PEG solution to
block non-specific binding. LSPR measurements were performed by exposing the plasmonic paper to
various concentrations of anti-Rabbit IgG (Thermo Scientific) in PBS for 1 h, followed by thorough rinsing
with PBS and water and drying with a stream of nitrogen. Six UV-Vis extinction spectra were collected for
each substrate before and after anti-IgG exposure. Each spectrum represented a different spot within the
same substrate.
8.3 Results and discussion
8.3.1 Fabrication and characterization of bioplasmonic paper
Laboratory filter paper (Whatman # 1) employed as a plasmonic substrate in this study is characterized by
cellulose fibers with a diameter of ~10µm (Supporting information, Fig. S6.1). AFM images revealed the
hierarchical fibrous morphology of the filter paper with cellulose nanofibers braided into microfibers
(average diameter of ~ 400 nm) (Fig. S6.1). The root mean square (RMS) surface roughness of the
2

paper was found to be 72 nm over 5 × 5 µm area, which indicates the large surface area of the paper
substrate available for adsorption of biofunctionalized plasmonic nanostructures.
We employed Goat Rabbit IgG (IgG henceforth) as model capture biomolecule and Goat anti-Rabbit IgG
(anti-IgG) as model target bioanalyte demonstrate the LSPR biosensor.

Bioplasmonic paper, which

serves as a LSPR biosensor, is comprised of biofunctionalized gold nanorods (AuNRs) adsorbed on the
filter paper. Figure 8.1 illustrates the steps involved in the fabrication and deployment of bioplasmonic
paper as a LSPR sensor for the detection of target bioanalytes. Thiol-terminated polyethylene glycol (SHPEG), a hydrophilic polymer, serves as a flexible linker to increase the accessibility of IgG to target
biomolecules and forms a stable protective layer around AuNRs to reduce non-specific binding. AuNRIgG conjugates were prepared by functionalizing AuNRs with SH-PEG-IgG molecules (see experimental
section for details).

Subsequently, AuNR-IgG conjugates were adsorbed onto paper substrate by

exposing the paper substrates to AuNR-IgG conjugate solution followed by thorough rinsing with water to
remove the weakly adsorbed nanorods. Following the adsorption of the AuNR-IgG conjugates, the paper
substrates were exposed to SH-PEG solution to block non-specific binding. Exposure to anti-IgG solution
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resulted in its specific binding to IgG, which can be detected as a spectral shift of the LSPR wavelength of
AuNRs.
AuNRs are particularly attractive as plasmonic nanotransducers considering the large refractive index
sensitivity of longitudinal LSPR, facile and large tunability of the LSPR wavelength of nanorods with
aspect ratio and the electromagnetic (EM) hot-spots at the edges.
mediated approach,

[283],[284]

[228]

AuNRs, synthesized using a seed-

are positively charged with a length of 55.8±3.6 nm and a diameter of

22.0±2.1 nm (TEM image in Fig. 8.2A). UV-vis extinction spectra of the AuNRs are characterized by two
distinct bands corresponding to the transverse (lower wavelength) and longitudinal (higher wavelength)
oscillation of electrons with incident EM field. The longitudinal plasmon band of AuNRs, which is known
to be more sensitive to the refractive index change of the surrounding medium compared to the
transverse band, exhibited a red shift of ~8.5 nm and an increase in extinction intensity upon SH-PEGIgG appendage (Fig. 8.2B). The red shift and increase in intensity correspond to the increase in the
refractive index around the AuNRs with SH-PEG-IgG binding. SERS spectra collected from AuNRs and
AuNR-IgG conjugates also confirm the biofunctionalization of AuNRs (Fig. 8.2C).
-1

The successful

-1

-1

bioconjugation of IgG is evidenced by the Raman bands at 831 cm and 852 cm , 1004 cm and 1031
cm

-1

, 1230 cm

-1

, and 1685 cm

-1

corresponding to tyrosine, phenylalanine, amide III, and amide I,

respectively.
The average hydrodynamic diameter of AuNR and AuNR-IgG measured using dynamic light scattering
(DLS) was found to be ~25.0 and ~35.0 nm, respectively (Fig. 8.2D). The increase in hydrodynamic
diameter of AuNR can be primarily attributed to the successful appendage of IgG (Mw=150 KDa) to AuNR
surface. Only a small increase of ~0.2 nm was observed for the conjugation of SH-PEG (Mw=5 KDa)
(see Fig. S6.2). Figure 8.2E shows the AFM images of the AuNR and AuNR-IgG adsorbed on silicon
surfaces.

Apart from indicating the stability of AuNR-IgG in solution (absence of any large scale

aggregates), a small increase in the average diameter (~ 3nm) of nanorods was observed following SH[269],[285]

PEG-IgG functionalization, which closely corresponds to the size of IgG (Fig. 8.2F).

The

discrepancy between the DLS and AFM measurements can be attributed to two factors: (i) AFM imaging
was performed in dry state as opposed to DLS measurements, which reveals the hydrodynamic radius of
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AuNR (ii) possible deformation (compression under AFM tip) of the biomolecules and polymer during
AFM imaging although the imaging was performed in light tapping mode.
An important consideration in the design of bioplasmonic paper substrates is the optical homogeneity of
the substrate. The homogeneity determines the noise floor of the spectral shift, which in turn determines
the resolution of the bioplasmonic paper. SEM images revealed highly uniform distribution of AuNR-IgG
conjugates on paper surface with no signs of aggregation or patchiness on the substrate (Fig. 8.3A).
Higher magnification image reveals the preferential alignment of AuNR-IgG conjugates along cellulose
fibers. The surface density of the AuNR-IgG conjugates adsorbed on the paper substrate was found to
2

be 351±11/µm , which can be controlled by incubation time (Fig. 8.3B). SERS spectra were collected
from AuNRs and AuNR-IgG conjugates paper to confirm the preservation of IgG conjugation during
incubation process (Fig. S6.5).
Longitudinal LSPR wavelength of AuNR-IgG conjugates adsorbed on paper substrate exhibited a
significant blue shift (~17nm) compared to that in solution due to the change in the refractive index of the
surrounding medium (aqueous to air+substrate) (Fig. 8.3C).
substrate was collected from a 2×2 µm

2

[286]

The extinction spectrum from the paper

area using a microspectrometer mounted on an optical

microscope, which corresponds to ~1400 nanorods. The narrow and symmetric extinction band (FWHM
of 115 nm) corresponding to the longitudinal LSPR of AuNR indicates the absence of AuNR aggregates
on paper surface, which is in agreement with the SEM images discussed above. Extinction spectra
collected across 0.5×0.5 cm

2

area revealed excellent optical uniformity of the bioplasmonic paper

substrate. LSPR wavelength measured from six different spots over such large area exhibited a small
standard deviation of ~1 nm (Fig. 8.3D). The excellent spectral homogeneity is due to the highly uniform
adsorption of AuNR-IgG conjugates as evidenced by the SEM images. The spectral homogeneity
observed here is quite remarkable considering the simplicity of the fabrication process and the inherent
heterogeneity of the paper substrates (large surface roughness and hierarchical nature of the fibrous mat).
The biosensing capability of the paper substrates is demonstrated by using anti-IgG as a model
bioanalyte, which is known to exhibit strong and specific binding the heavy chains of IgG.

[287]

Extinction

spectra were obtained from paper substrates adsorbed with bare AuNRs, AuNR-IgG conjugates with SHPEG (for blocking non-specific binding) and subsequently exposed to 24 µg/ml of anti-IgG (Fig. 8.4A).
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LSPR wavelength exhibited a ~17 nm red shift with the partial replacement of CTAB layer with AuNR-IgG
conjugates and SH-PEG molecules, and a further red shift of ~23 nm upon specific binding of anti-IgG (24
µg/ml) to IgG. On the other hand, a small red shift of ~2 nm was observed upon exposure to bovine
serum albumin (BSA) (24 µg/ml), which indicates small non-specific binding of the biofunctionalized
nanorods (Fig. 8.4B).
The extinction spectrum was deconvoluted by fitting the extinction spectrum with two Gaussian peaks,
from which the longitudinal LSPR wavelength of AuNRs was employed to monitor the biomolecule
binding (Fig. 8.4C). A semi-log plot of the longitudinal LSPR wavelength shift for different concentrations
of anti-IgG revealed that LSPR shift monotonically increases with increase in the concentration of anti-IgG.
The plot also reveals extremely small non-specific binding of BSA for various concentrations (Fig. 8.4D).
Conventional glass substrates exhibited smaller shift (20 nm) compared to the bioplasmonic paper (24
nm) under similar conditions (Fig. S6.3). The larger shift in the case of paper substrate compared to
glass substrate is possibly due to the 3D porous structure of paper substrate, which enables better uptake
and transport of the bioanalytes to the plasmonic nanostructures. A detection limit of 24 pg/ml (~0.16 pM)
was noted in the case of bioplasmonic paper, which is on par with that observed in the case of other rigid
substrates.

[4]

8.3.2 Detection of renal cancer carcinoma biomarker
Similar approach was employed to detect AQP1, a biomarker for RCC in urine. We employed AuNR
appended with anti-AQP1 as biofunctionalized transducers for the detection of AQP1 in artificial urine.
Figure 8.5A shows the shift in the longitudinal LSPR of AuNR upon binding of AQP1 (4.67 µg/ml) from
artificial urine sample (Fig. 8.5A). A monotonic increase in the LSPR shift is observed with increasing the
concentration of AQP1 in artificial urine (Fig. 8.5B). The measured LSPR shift for 10 ng/ml (0.35 nM) of
AQP1 is ~1.1 nm. This shift is significantly higher than the noise floor of the bioplasmonic paper (~0.6
nm). The detection limit matches with the lower limit of the range of AQP1 in patients with RCC.

[288]

The

detection limit of AQP1 is higher than anti-IgG, which is possibly due to: (i) the molecular weight of AQP1
is 28.3 kDa, much smaller than model bioanalyte anti-IgG 150 kDa, causing a smaller change in refractive
index; and (ii) limited binding sites accessible to AQP1 compared to that available for anti-IgG, which
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binds to the heavy chain of IgG. The detection limit can be lowered by optimizing the ratio of SH-IgG and
AuNRs, and selecting nanostructures or their organized assemblies with higher LSPR sensitivity.
8.3.3 Swabbing test using bioplasmonic paper
One of the distinct advantages of the bioplasmonic paper is the ability to collect trace amount of
bioanalytes from real-world surfaces by simply swabbing across the surface.

To demonstrate such

unique ability, 12 µg of anti-IgG was deposited on a tomato as purchased from a grocery store. A slightly
wet (in PBS buffer) bioplasmonic paper substrate was swabbed on the surface of the tomato to collect the
bioanalytes (Fig. S6.6A). The longitudinal LSPR wavelength exhibited a red shift (~21 nm) upon specific
binding of anti-IgG, which was collected from six different spots in the center of the plasmonic paper (Fig.
S6.6B). The inset photographs of Figure 8.6B shows that the color of the bioplasmonic paper turned from
blue to grey upon binding of the target biomolecules to the biofunctionalized nanorods.

A control

experiment was performed by swabbing a slightly wetted plasmonic paper on the surface of as purchased
tomato (i.e., no prior cleaning). Longitudinal LSPR wavelength exhibited a ~3 nm red shift, which can be
attributed to the surface contaminants non-specifically adsorbing to AuNR on the unwashed tomato (Fig.
S6.6C). Considering that the swabbing of the surface results in only a fraction of the biomolecules being
absorbed onto the paper, the much higher LSPR shift upon specific binding of anti-IgG on the surface
clearly indicates the plasmonic paper substrate to be excellent candidate for collecting trace amount of
bioanalytes from real-world surfaces as LSPR biosensors.
8.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a bioplasmonic paper for the rapid and label-free detection of AQP1,
a biomarker for early detection of RCC. Bioplasmonic paper exhibited excellent spectral homogeneity,
sensitivity, dynamic range and selectivity, comparable to or better than the conventional rigid LSPR
substrates. Furthermore, owing to its unique flexible and conformal nature, bioplasmonic paper enables
simultaneous collection and detection of trace amount of bioanalytes from real-world surfaces. Paper
based LSPR substrates offer numerous advantages such as low cost, easy storage, transport and
disposability, which lead to simple, inexpensive plasmonic biochips for point-of-care diagnostics. Besides
being highly cost-effective and environmental-friendly, the use of paper-based LSPR substrates when
transformed into printable microfluidic devices will enable the detection of multiple bioanalytes in complex
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physiological fluids. The synergism of paper-based microfluidics and LSPR based biosensing is expected
to be truly transformative by opening up novel avenues in multi-analyte biological detection.
8.5 Supporting information
Supporting information for chapter 8 is provided in appendix 6.
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Figures

Figure 8.1: Schematic illustration representing the fabrication steps involved in the fabrication of
bioplasmonic paper for anti-IgG detection.
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max

red shifts 8.5 nm (AuNR-IgG,

black). (C) Hydrodynamic diameters obtained from DLS show that the average hydrodynamic diameter
increased by 10nm following IgG conjugation. (D) Surface enhanced Raman spectra before and after the
conjugation of antibody on gold nanorods reveal the Raman bands corresponding to IgG. (E-F) AFM
images of AuNRs and AuNR+IgG conjugates, revealing the increase in the average diameter of the
nanorods following the bioconjugation.
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Chapter 9 Bioplasmonic Calligraphy for Multiplexed Label-free Biodetection
9.1 Introduction
Owing to numerous advantages such as high specific surface area, excellent wicking properties,
compatibility with conventional printing approaches, significant cost reduction and easy disposability,
paper substrates are gaining increased attention in biodiagnostics, food quality testing, environmental
monitoring, flexible energy and electronic devices.

[159, 219, 220, 281, 289-296]

Recent surge in the activity related

to paper-based diagnostic devices is primarily focused on realizing microfluidic paper-based analytical
devices (µPADs) for point-of-care assays and inexpensive diagnostic tools for resource-limited
environments.

[220, 297]

Most of these developments rely on labor-, time- and/or resource-intensive

patterning techniques such as photolithography, wax printing, inkjet printing of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), to create fluidic pathways and/or different functional regions for site-selective adsorption of the
biochemical reagents.

[163, 291, 298-304]

Moreover, implementing ink-jet printing with biomolecules results in

loss of recognition functionality due to the inherent temperature variations associated with inkjet printing
process.

These considerations clearly highlight the need for a simple and biofriendly technique that

enables multi-marker biochips for point-of-care and resource-limited settings.
The refractive index sensitivity of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of plasmonic
nanostructures renders it an attractive transduction platform for chemical and biological sensing.

[224, 305-316]

We have recently demonstrated plasmonic paper comprised of biofunctionalized gold nanorods (AuNRs)
uniformly adsorbed on paper substrates.

[294]

The bioplasmonic paper enabled the detection of aquaporin-

1, a kidney cancer biomarker in artificial urine down to a concentration of 10 ng/ml. Bioplasmonic paper,
fabricated by immersing a paper substrate into biofunctionalized AuNRs solution, facilitates the detection
of one specific target protein in the analyte solution (e.g., urine). Perceivably, this immersion approach
hinders spatial multiplexing (i.e., realizing multiple test domains for the detection of more than one target
biomolecule on the same substrate) as it results in uniform adsorption of the bioconjugated nanorods over
the entire paper surface.
Here, we demonstrate a simple yet powerful plasmonic calligraphy approach for realizing multiplexed
label-free bioassays using a regular ballpoint pen filled with gold nanorods or biofunctionalized gold
nanorods as (bio)plasmonic ink. Plasmonic calligraphy offers two distinct advantages over plasmonic
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paper substrates obtained by immersion method as reported previously. Firstly, plasmonic calligraphy
2

serves as a facile method to miniaturize the test domain size to few mm , which significantly improves the
sensitivity of the plasmonic biosensor compared to bioplasmonic paper fabricated using immersion
[294]

approach.

Secondly, plasmonic calligraphy using bioplasmonic ink enables simple and efficient

multiplexed biodetection on paper substrates thus leading to multi-marker biochips.

In this study, we

demonstrate these two aspects using gold nanorods as plasmonic nanotransducers.
9.2 Experimental section
Materials: Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), chloroauric acid, ascorbic acid, sodium borohydride,
poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) (Mw=70,000 g/mol), and poly(allyl amine hydrochloride) (PAH) (Mw=56,000
g/mol) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Silver nitrate and filter paper (Whatman #1) was purchased
from

VWR

international.

1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)

carbodiimide (EDC)

and

N-hydroxy

succinimide (NHS), Rabbit IgG, Goat anti-Rabbit IgG, Human IgG, Goat anti-human IgG, Mouse IgG, and
Goat anti-mouse IgG were purchased from Thermo scientific. SH-PEG-COOH (Mw=5,000 g/mol) was
purchased from Jenkem Technology. All the chemicals have been used as received with no further
purification. Paper mate profile retractable ballpoint pens were bought from Amazon.
Preparation of polyelectrolytes coated gold nanorods (AuNRs): AuNRs were modified with
polyelectrolytes as previously reported.

[317]

Briefly, 1 ml of twice centrifuged AuNRs solution was added

drop-wise to 0.5 ml of PSS solution (0.2% w/v) in 6 mM NaCl aqueous solution under vigorous stirring,
followed by shaking for 3 h. To remove excess PSS, the above solution was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm
for 10 min, and the pellet was dispersed in nanopure water after removing the supernatant. To modify
AuNRs with PAH, 1ml of PSS coated AuNRs solution was added drop-wise to 0.5 ml of PAH (0.2% w/v)
solution in 6 mM NaCl, followed by gentle shaking for 3 h. The resultant 1ml of PAH coated AuNRs
solution was centrifuged and concentrated to 10 µl and employed as ink to write on paper substrates.
The surface charge of CTAB stabilized AuNRs, PSS and PAH coated AuNRs were estimated by
measuring the zeta potential of corresponding solution (Fig. S7.3).
Bioplasmonic paper substrates preparation: A regular laboratory filter paper (Whatman™ # 1) was
immersed into a 1% (w/v) BSA in PBS buffer (pH 7.5) for 1 h as a pretreatment step to prevent
nonspecific binding (Fig. S7.5A). We noted ~30% improvement in plasmonic biosensor response (i.e.,
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longitudinal LSPR shift of AuNRs) for BSA-blocked paper compared to pristine paper (Fig. S7.5B, S7.5C).
Plasmonic ink was prepared by concentrating 1 ml of twice centrifuged as synthesized AuNRs to 10 µl
after twice centrifugation. Bioplasmonic ink was concentrated from 1 ml of NR-IgG conjugates solution by
centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 20 min. The plasmonic ink was injected into an empty ball point pen refill
cleaned with ethanol and nanopure water by sonication. The adsorption of AuNRs-IgG conjugates on
paper was achieved by direct writing with bioplasmonic ink filled pen, or exposing written AuNRs paper in
SH-PEG-IgG conjugates solution for 30 min, followed by thorough rinsing with buffer and nanopure water.
Bioplasmonic paper was exposed to various concentrations of anti-IgG in PBS for 1 h, followed by
thorough rinsing with PBS and water and drying with a stream of nitrogen.
Extinction Spectra Measurements: Extinction spectra from paper substrates were collected using a
CRAIC microspectrophotometer (QDI 302) coupled to a Leica optical microscope (DM 4000M) with 20x
objective in the range of 450-800 nm with 10 accumulations and 0.1 sec exposure time in reflection mode.
The spectral resolution of the spectrophotometer is 0.2 nm. Several UV-Vis extinction spectra (~ 10) were
collected for each substrate before and after anti-IgG exposure. Each spectrum represented a different
spot within the same substrate. Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer was employed for collecting UVvis extinction spectra from solution.
9.3 Results and discussion
9.3.1 Characterization of Plasmonic Calligraphed Paper
Plasmonic calligraphy using a ball point pen to form sensing islands on paper offers a unique advantage
in that the volume of ink deposited can be well-controlled by a altering the viscosity of the ink and ‘finesse’
of the ball used for writing. On the other hand, a more conventional approach of micropipette-based
deposition of sensing elements (i.e., biofunctionalized AuNR) on paper surface results in fuzzy
boundaries and non-uniform drying patterns due to uncontrolled evaporation on heterogeneous paper
surface.

Gold nanorods are particularly attractive as plasmonic transducers considering the high

refractive index sensitivity of longitudinal LSPR, facile and large tunability of the LSPR wavelength with
aspect ratio and the electromagnetic (EM) hot-spots at the tips.

[228, 318, 319]

AuNRs, synthesized using a

seed-mediated approach, are positively charged with a length of 56.3±3.7 nm and a diameter of 22.4±1.8
nm (TEM image in Fig. 9.1A).

[232, 320]

Figure 9.1B depicts plasmonic calligraphy on a laboratory filter
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paper (Whatman # 1) using a regular ballpoint pen with AuNRs ink, which yields continuous and clearly
defined lines visible to even un-aided eye.

Ball pens are particularly well suited for dispensing

nanoparticle inks due to their compatibility with liquid and gels.

[235]

The viscosity of AuNRs ink was

measured to be ~1.25 Pa·s, which is close to the optimal viscosity for silver nanoparticle ink reported
previously.

[236]

The left inset image of Figure 9.1B shows the logo of Washington University in St. Louis, a

complex pattern, drawn on a laboratory filter paper using cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC)
stabilized gold nanospheres (AuNPs, red region) and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) stabilized
gold nanorods (AuNRs, green region). The right inset image of Figure 9.1B depicts the SEM image of the
tip of a ballpoint pen with a ball diameter of ~1.5 mm, showing the residue of AuNRs ink left on the ball
surface. Extinction spectra collected from several locations of red and green region of the university logo
drawn with AuNPs and AuNRs ink revealed excellent optical uniformity of the plasmonic paper substrate
(Fig. 9.1C).

UV-vis extinction spectrum obtained from AuNRs region is characterized by two distinct

bands corresponding to the transverse (lower wavelength) and longitudinal (higher wavelength) oscillation
of electrons with the incident EM field (Fig. 9.1C).
The extinction spectrum of AuNRs was deconvoluted by fitting the extinction spectrum with two Gaussian
peaks to obtain the longitudinal LSPR wavelength of AuNRs, which was used to monitor the binding of
target proteins to AuNRs (Fig. 9.1D). It is known that longitudinal LSPR of AuNRs is more sensitive to the
refractive index change of the surrounding medium compared to its transverse band and LSPR of
AuNPs.

[292, 294]

Longitudinal LSPR wavelength measured from ten different spots of the green region of

the university logo exhibited a small standard deviation of ~1 nm (Fig. 9.1C). The excellent spectral
homogeneity is due to the uniform adsorption of AuNRs on paper substrates as evidenced by the SEM
images (Fig. 9.1E, 9.1F). The spectral homogeneity observed here is quite remarkable considering the
simplicity of the writing process and the inherent heterogeneity of the paper substrates (large surface
roughness and hierarchical nature of the fibrous mat). The density of the nanostructures on the paper
substrate can be controlled by the number of strokes. The density of the AuNRs adsorbed on the paper
2

substrate for a single stroke was found to be 31±9/µm determined using SEM micrographs. Notably, the
adsorption of AuNRs on paper is sufficiently strong to resist desorption from paper surface even after
extensive rinsing with water or buffer as confirmed by little change in the intensity and shape of extinction
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spectra collected before and after rinsing. In addition to AuNRs, various shape-controlled nanostructures
stabilized with different ligands, including gold nanospheres stabilized with citrate ions, gold nanoshells
capped with poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP), can be written on paper with no sign of aggregation or
patchiness (Fig. S7.1).
9.3.2 Significant Improvement on Sensitivity of Bioassays
First, we set out to demonstrate that the plasmonic calligraphy approach serves as a simple and powerful
tool to miniaturize the test domain size, which leads to dramatic improvement in plasmonic paper-based
biosensor performance compared to previous immersion method. Capillary-driven flow of the analyte
solution across the test domain written on paper is employed to maximize the target analyte interaction
with the recognition elements on the plasmonic nanostructures.

[321]

To visually demonstrate the concept

of capillary-driven flow-based sensing, AuNRs modified with positively charged poly(allylamine
hydrochloride) (PAH@AuNRs) was written on the stem portion of a paper substrate cut in the shape of a
2

badminton racket with a head of 4.3 cm diameter and a stem of 4×0.6 cm (Fig. 9.2A). The head portion
serves as a wicking pad or collection reservoir and the bottom end of the stem is immersed in the analyte
solution of a predefined volume. The model analyte solution comprised of negatively charged fluorescein
molecules was deposited at the lower end of the stem (Fig. 9.2B). The capillary-driven flow results in the
transport of fluorescein from the tip of the stem to the wicking pad. In the case of paper substrate without
PAH@AuNRs line, most of the fluorescein is collected at the neck of the substrate as indicated by the
strong green fluorescence from the neck region under UV illumination (Fig. 9.2C). On the other hand,
reduced fluorescence was observed at the neck region of the substrate with PAH@AuNRs line as most of
the negatively charged fluorescein was bound to the positively charged PAH@AuNRs line (Fig. 9.2C).
Absence of strong fluorescence from the PAH@AuNRs line is possibly due to the non-radiative
quenching of fluorescence by the plasmonic nanostructures (Fig. 9.2C).

[322, 323]

In most of sensing systems, miniaturization of the test domain size results in improved sensitivity and
lower limit of detection while adversely affecting the dynamic range. In the case of plasmonic sensors,
individual nanostructures and even specific parts of individual nanostructures have been employed for
chemical and biological detection, which exhibit remarkable sensitivities but limited dynamic range.

[14, 324]

Most of these demonstrations involve complex and tedious fabrication methods (e.g., e-beam lithography)
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and/or signal collection and processing methods (e.g., dark-field scattering spectroscopy). Plasmonic
calligraphy approach serves as a facile tool to optimize the test domain size for achieving a balance
between sensitivity and dynamic range (e.g., covering physiological and pathological concentration of a
protein biomarker). The test domain size can be controlled by simply cutting the paper substrates to vary
the feature size written on the paper substrate using plasmonic ink. Figure 9.3A shows AuNRs line was
written at the bottom end of the stem portion of a test strip followed by functionalization of AuNR with
rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) (see experimental section for details). A predefined volume of the target
protein solution (100 µl of 24 ng/ml anti-rabbit IgG) was transported from the bottom of the stem to
wicking pad across test domains of different sizes using capillary force. The approach adapted here
ensures the analyte to pass through test domain, overcoming one of the drawbacks of miniaturizing the
test domain i.e., low probability for the analyte molecules to ‘find and bind’ to the test domain. The LSPR
2

wavelength shift was observed to be 13.3 nm when the domain size was reduced to 3×1.5 mm compared
2

to 8.4 nm for a test domain of 6×1.5mm upon exposure to 24 ng/ml of anti-IgG (Fig. 9.4B, 9.3C). The
increase in LSPR shift by about 58%, indicates an improvement in sensitivity by reducing the test domain
size (Fig. 9.3D). Plasmonic calligraphy in combination with “paper cutting” forms a powerful tool to dial in
the required sensitivity or dynamic range of a paper-based biosensor.
9.3.3 Multiplexed Biosensing based on Bioplasmonic Calligraphy
Multi-marker plasmonic biochips using paper substrates that enable multiplexed biosensing will be an
extremely powerful tool to facilitate the detection and quantification of multiple prognostic biomarkers
using the same substrate. To achieve such a multi-marker biochip, individual test domains should be
comprised of plasmonic nanostructures with differential functionalization specific to target biomarkers. To
realize the differential functionalization of test domains on paper substrates, we employ biofunctionalized
nanostructures as ink (called bioplasmonic ink henceforth) rather than biofunctionalization after creating
the test domains as described above (Fig. 9.3A). Such bioplasmonic ink facilitates one to write with
distinct biofunctionalized nanostructures on paper substrates adjacent to each other without crosscontaminating the test domains based on the concept of bioplasmonic calligraphy as illustrated in Fig.
9.4A. SEM images revealed highly uniform distribution of gold nanorods modified with rabbit IgG (NRrabbit IgG) conjugates on paper surface with no signs of aggregation or patchiness on the substrate (Fig.
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9.4B). Higher magnification image reveals the preferential alignment of AuNRs-rabbit IgG conjugates
along the cellulose fibers (Fig. S7.2).

Extinction spectra were obtained from paper substrates

calligraphed with NR-rabbit IgG and subsequently exposed to 24 µg/ml of anti-rabbit IgG (Fig. 9.4C).
LSPR wavelength exhibited a red shift of ~17 nm upon specific binding of anti-rabbit IgG to rabbit IgG
appended on the AuNRs.

A semi-log plot of the longitudinal LSPR wavelength shift for different

concentrations of anti-rabbit IgG revealed that LSPR shift monotonically increases with increase in the
concentration of anti-rabbit IgG. An extremely small LSPR shift (~1 nm) was noted for relatively high
concentration of BSA (24 µg/ml) due to non-specific binding (Fig. 9.4D). Detection limit was determined
to be of 24 pg/ml (~0.16 pM), which is on par with that observed in the case of other rigid substrates.

[314]

It is worth noting that the biomolecules appended to the nanostructure preserve their recognition
capabilities confirming that the simple bioplasmonic calligraphy approach suggested here is “biofriendly”
and can be potentially employed for multiplexed biodetection as demonstrated below.
To test capability of multiplexed detection, we wrote two distinct test domains comprised of AuNRs with
human IgG and mouse IgG, and then obtained the LSPR shift upon exposure to the different combination
of target proteins (goat anti-human IgG, and goat anti-mouse IgG) (Fig. 9.5A and inset of Fig. 9.5B).
Goat anti-human IgG and goat anti-mouse IgG are affinity-purified secondary antibodies with wellcharacterized specificity for human IgG and mouse IgG, respectively, which have been tested by ELISA
and/or solid-phase adsorbed to ensure minimal cross-reaction with each other. Extinction spectra of
AuNRs functionalized with human IgG (NR-human IgG) showed LSPR shift of ~17.1 nm and AuNRs
functionalized with mouse IgG (NR-mouse IgG) showed extremely small LSPR shift (~1.0 nm) upon
exposure to 24 µg/ml of anti-human IgG (Fig. 9.5B). On the other hand, upon exposure to 24 µg/ml of
anti-mouse IgG, NR-human IgG line showed extremely small shift (~ 1.1 nm) while LSPR shift of NRmouse IgG was measured to be ~14.5 nm (Fig. 9.5B). Upon exposure to a mixture of anti-human IgG
and anti-mouse IgG (24 µg/ml each), NR-human IgG showed ~17.6 nm of LSPR shift and NR-mouse IgG
showed ~12.3 nm.

The spectral response of the two lines upon exposure to the mixture closely

corresponds to the LSPR shift measured for exposure to individual target biomolecules. This multiplexed
bioassay was also challenged with exposure to a mixture of anti-mouse IgG of different concentrations
and anti-human IgG of a fixed concentration (Fig. 9.5C). A monotonic increase in the LSPR shift of NR-
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mouse IgG band was observed with increasing the concentration of anti-mouse IgG while NR-human IgG
band exhibited a stable ~8 nm LSPR shift corresponding to the fixed concentration of anti-human IgG (7.5
µg/ml) in the mixture. A detection limit of 750 pg/ml of anti-mouse IgG was noted even in the presence of
a constant interfering 7.5 µg/ml of anti-human IgG.

These results clearly show the capability of

multiplexed biosensing based on bioplasmonic calligraphy approach. The approach suggested here
obviates the need for any complex multi-step process such as formation of hydrophilic test domains and
hydrophobic barriers to achieve label-free multiplexed biodetection.
9.4 Conclusions
Plasmonic calligraphy approach serves as a simple and powerful tool to miniaturize test domain size by
controlling the calligraphed feature size and simply cutting the paper to desired dimensions, which results
in dramatic improvement in sensitivity and lowering limit of detection. We introduced a low-cost novel
approach for fabricating multiplexed label-free biosensing on paper substrates in the form of bioplasmonic
calligraphy.

The calligraphy approach allows one to create well-isolated test domains on paper

substrates using biofunctionalized plasmonic nanostructures as ink. We have demonstrated here the
feasibility of such an approach for multiplexed biosensing using two target proteins.

Bioplasmonic

calligraphy can serve as a powerful tool enabling the synergism of paper-based microfluidics and
plasmonic biosensing, which is expected to be truly transformative by opening up novel possibilities to
realize the fabrication of multi-marker paper-based biochips.
9.5 Supporting information
Supporting information for chapter 9 is provided in appendix 7.
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Figure 9.1 (A) TEM image of AuNRs. (B) Demonstration of writing AuNRs on paper substrate (Left inset:
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the logo of Washington University in St. Louis drawn using gold nanospheres (AuNPs, red region) and
gold nanorods (AuNRs, green region). Right inset: SEM image of the tip of a ball pen with AuNRs ink
residue on the surface). (C) Extinction spectra measured from ten spots of the red and green region of
the university logo, showing excellent spectral homogeneity. (D) A representative LSPR spectrum of
AuNRs deconvoluted using two Gaussian peaks (E-F) SEM images of AuNRs adsorbed on paper
substrates by plasmonic calligraphy approach.
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A

B

C

Figure 9.2 (A) Optical and (B) fluorescence images of paper strips with 10 µl of 10 mM fluorescein
molecules adsorbed at the bottom of strip under visible light and UV light. (C) Transport of the fluorescein
molecules toward wicking pad with 50 µl of water, showing the adsorption capability of negatively charged
fluorescein molecules on positively charged PAH @AuNRs band.
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Figure 9.3 (A) Images of paper strips with different size of test domains (B-C) Extinction spectra of
AuNRs paper upon 24 ng/ml of anti-IgG binding corresponding to different test domain size. (D)
Comparison of LSPR shifts for different test domain size of bioassays.
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Figure 9.4 (A) Schematic illustration of the concept of bioplasmonic calligraphy. (B) SEM images of NRIgG conjugates adsorbed on paper substrates by bioplasmonic calligraphy approach. (C) Extinction
spectra of AuNRs-IgG conjugates on the paper substrate before (blue) and after binding of anti-IgG (red).
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Figure 9.5 (A) Schematic illustration of multiplexed detection based on bioplasmonic calligraphy. (B)
Longitudinal LSPR wavelength shift of AuNRs functionalized with human IgG and mouse IgG
corresponding to exposure the bioassay to goat anti-human IgG, goat anti-mouse IgG, and the mixture of
both (Inset: image of NR-human IgG and NR-mouse IgG written on paper). (C) Longitudinal LSPR
wavelength shift of NR-human IgG and NR-mouse IgG corresponding to exposure the bioassay to the
mixture of different concentrations of goat anti-mouse IgG and the constant concentration of goat antihuman IgG.
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Chapter 10 General Conclusions and Outlook
10.1 General conclusions
Most of the conventional SERS substrates and LSPR sensors are based on rigid and brittle surfaces such
as glass, silicon and alumina.

Clearly, this bias is due to the compatibility of such substrates with

common micro- and nanofabrication technologies (e.g., photolithography and e-beam lithography) and
well-established surface modification procedures (e.g., self-assembled monolayers, adsorbed ultrathin
polymer layers) for anchoring the chemically synthesized plasmonic nanostructures on surfaces. Apart
from high fabrication and processing cost, such substrates preclude applications that require flexibility
e.g., swabbing the substrate on a surface of interest to make conformal contact with surface for efficient
sample collection. Beyond flexibility, compared to these conventional substrates, paper has numerous
advantages such as high specific surface area, excellent wicking properties, compatibility with
conventional printing approaches, significant cost reduction and easy disposability. For all these reasons,
paper is gaining increased attention as a potential substrate for various applications including sensing,
biodiagnostics, food quality testing as well as environmental monitoring.
In this work, we have introduced a novel SERS and LSPR substrate based on conventional filter paper
decorated with plasmonic nanostructures. Pre-synthesized shape-controlled nanostructures such as
AuNRs, which offer facile tunability of LSPR wavelength, were uniformly adsorbed on paper substrates by
immersing the paper substrates in nanostructure solution followed by extensive rinsing to remove weakly
adsorbed nanostructures. Plasmonic paper substrates exhibited excellent uniformity as evidenced by
SEM imaging, LSPR spectra and SERS spectra obtained across the substrate. The relative standard
2

deviation in SERS intensity following the exposure of plasmonic paper (1×1 cm ) to model analytes such
as 1,4-benzenedithiol (1,4-BDT) and trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethene (BPE) was found to be ~15%, which is
remarkable considering the heterogeneous nature and inherent roughness of the paper substrates. Apart
from exhibiting sub-nM limit of detection (LOD), the plasmonic paper substrates could be employed as
swabs to collect and detect trace amounts of analyte from real-world surfaces. Conformal contact and
high SERS efficiency of plasmonic paper enabled the detection of ~100 pg of 1,4-BDT spread over 2×2
2

cm .
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Typically individual plasmonic nanostructures offer limited EM field enhancement, which directly results in
limited SERS enhancement from these nanostructures. Plasmonic nanorattles synthesized in this work
are comprised of gold nano-octahedra as cores and cubic porous gold shells using a combination of
seed-mediated synthesis and galvanic replacement reaction. Plasmonic coupling between the solid core
and porous shell of the nanorattles results in a large enhancement in the electromagnetic (EM) field at the
interior of the nanorattles, making them excellent candidates for SERS. The porous nature of the outer
shell facilitates the diffusion of the analytes into pre-designed electromagnetic hotspots within each of
these nanostructures. A flexible SERS substrate fabricated through the uniform adsorption of nanorattles
on filter paper exhibited remarkable sensitivity with a limit of detection below 10 pM of 2-napthalenethiol
(2-NT).

The inherent EM hotspot within each of the nanostructures obviates the need for the

conventional methods of controlled aggregation or assembly of solid nanostructures to form EM hotpsots
that are critical for SERS substrates exhibiting high sensitivity.
Paper-based SERS substrates discussed above lack key functionalities such as separation, chemical
selectivity, and pre-concentration, which are critical to realize a versatile lab-on-chip platform. In other
words, for these sensors to be able to analyse complex samples, separation abilities need to be
integrated into the paper. While increasing efforts have been focused in extending functionality of the
paper substrate, these developments usually involve lithographic processes or multi-layer fabrication,
which is achieved at the expense of the simplicity of the paper device. We sought out to design and
develop a highly sensitive label-free analytical platform that does not require any lithographic or
microfabrication steps, while providing a multifunctional platform. We have demonstrated a versatile
approach that allows separation and pre-concentration of the different components of a complex sample
in a small surface area by taking advantage of the properties of cellulose paper and shape-enhanced
capillary effect.

As a proof-of-principle demonstration, paper substrates were cut into star-shaped

structures and the fingers were differentially functionalized with polyelectrolytes that led to the separation
of charged analytes on the surface of the paper. Furthermore, the vertices of the star-shaped paper,
owing to enhanced capillary effect, served as pre-concentration sites for analytes deposited at the center
of the star-shaped plasmonic paper substrates. A remarkable sub-attomolar detection of a model analyte
(2-napathalenethiol) was noted at the micrometric detection spot i.e., fine tips of the paper.
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We have presented a systematic experimental study on the influence of AuNR dimensions on distancedependent LSPR sensitivity and EM decay length using electrostatic LbL assembly of polyelectrolytes.
Electromagnetic decay length was found to increase linearly with both AuNR length and diameter. The
increase in the EM decay length with change in diameter was significantly higher (~1.29nm/nm)
compared to that with change in length (~0.23 nm/nm).

In contrast to earlier reports, for AuNR

dimensions studied here, EM decay length did not exhibit any general trend with the aspect ratio.
Knowledge of the EM decay length enables rational choice of plasmonic nanotransducers for maximizing
the sensitivity of nanotransducers for a given receptor-analyte pair. The dependence of EM decay length
and distance-dependent refractive index sensitivity on nanotransducer dimensions is expected to be
relevant to other types of plasmonic nanostructures and LbL forms a powerful to experimentally measure
the EM decay length of such nanotransducers.
Bioplasmonic paper which involves filter paper adsorbed with biofunctional AuNR, was employed for the
rapid and label-free detection of aquaporin-1 (AQP1), a biomarker for early detection of renal cancer
carcinoma (RCC). Bioplasmonic paper exhibited excellent spectral homogeneity, sensitivity, dynamic
range and selectivity, comparable to or better than the conventional rigid LSPR substrates. Furthermore,
owing to its unique flexible and conformal nature, bioplasmonic paper enables simultaneous collection
and detection of trace amount of bioanalytes from real-world surfaces.

Besides being highly cost-

effective and environmental-friendly, the use of paper-based LSPR substrates when transformed into
printable microfluidic devices will enable the detection of multiple bioanalytes in complex physiological
fluids. The synergism of paper-based microfluidics and LSPR based biosensing is expected to be truly
transformative by opening up novel avenues in multi-analyte biological detection.
We introduced plasmonic calligraphy approach that serves as a simple, low-cost tool for creating wellisolated test domains using functionalized plasmonic nanostructures as ink in a regular ballpoint pen.
The approach suggested here obviates the need for any complex multi-step process such as formation of
hydrophilic test domains and hydrophobic barriers using complex material printing approaches (usually
performed using specialized material printers) to achieve multiple test domains on the same strip of paper.
Plasmonic calligraphy can be extended to various shape-controlled plasmonic nanostructures with other
surface functionalities to achieve arrays of chemically selective domains for analyzing complex real-world
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chemical mixtures. Calligraphy approach was employed to create well-isolated test domains on paper
substrates using functionalized plasmonic nanostructures as ink for multiplexed chemical sensing and
label-free biosensing. Plasmonic calligraphy can serve as a powerful tool enabling the synergism of
paper-based microfluidics and plasmonic chemi/biosensing, which is expected to be truly transformative
by opening up novel possibilities to realize the fabrication of multi-marker paper-based biochips.
10.2 Significance and Outlook
Taken together, we believe that plasmonic paper will rapidly emerge as a highly promising analytical
platform for trace detection of chemical and biological analytes. Simplicity in fabrication and usage
combined with versatility in function and performance makes this a highly promising platform for
numerous applications ranging from homeland security, point-of-care diagnostics, environmental
monitoring, forensics, and industrial safety. The combination of plasmonic paper and handheld Raman or
UV-vis spectrometers is expected to make SERS and LSPR powerful and field-deployable trace detection
platforms.
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Appendix 1

Supporting Information: Paper based Flexible and Conformal SERS Susbstrate for Rapid Trace
Detection on Real-world Surfaces
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Figure S1.1: Raman spectra of filter paper (Whatman No. 1 grade) collected at six different locations
showing the remarkable uniformity of paper

Figure S1.2: Raman spectra of pristine filter paper and that loaded with AuNRs, both treated with 1 mM of
1,4-BDT. Pristine paper shows no Raman enhancement while that loaded with AuNRs show very strong
Raman enhanced 1,4-BDT peaks.
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Figure S1.3: Higher resolution SERS spectra obtained from paper substrates exposed to 0.1 M of 1,4-1
BDT and the control sample (without 1,4-BDT) showing that the 1058 cm band of 1,4-BDT can be
clearly distinguished with a SNR of ~3.
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Figure S1.4: (A) Extinction spectra obtained from paper substrates exposed to AuNR solution for different
durations (2, 6, 12, 24, 48 hrs) (B) Intensity of the SERS spectra obtained from the same substrates
following the exposure to 1 mM 1,4-BDT (Inset shows the photograph of the paper substrates with
progressively deepening of the color).
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Figure S1.4: Raman peak assignments for pristine Whatman No. 1 paper. 520: some heavy atom
bending and stretching. 839, 864: CH2 deformation vibration. 997, 1120: HCC and HCO bending at C6
heavy atom (CC and CO) stretching. 1153: heavy atom stretching plus HCC and HCO bending. 1340: OH
[325, 326]
deformation vibration. 1380: CH deformation vibration.
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Appendix 2

Supporting Information: Plasmonic nanorattles with intrinsic Hot Spots for Surface Enhanced
Raman Scattering

Figure S2.1. Particle size distribution of a) Au core, b) Au@Ag and c) Au nanorattles as obtained from the
corresponding TEM images.
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Figure S2.2. (a) Extinction spectra of Ag@Au nanoparticles dispersed in water and PVP solution, and
corresponding SEM images obtained from the samples prepared from Ag@Au nanoparticles in water (b)
and in PVP solution (c).
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Figure S2.3. TEM images of nanorattles synthesized in the absence of PVP

a

b

Figure S2.4. (a) Nanorattle structure employed in the FDTD simulation (b) Zoom-in showing that the core
is connected to shell.
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a

b

Figure S2.5. The EM field distribution of nanorattle without pores (a) and with pores (b).
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Figure S2.6. (a) Extinction spectrum, (b) TEM image and (c) Particle size distribution of Au nanocubes.

Figure S2.7. SEM image showing the uniform adsorption of Au nanorattles on a paper substrate with an
inset Vis-NIR extinction spectra obtained from paper substrates adsorbed with Au nanorattles.
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Figure S2.8. Representative magnified SEM image (a) and TEM image (b) showing the tiny pores on the
Au nanorattle surface.

Figure S2.9. Raman spectrum of bulk 2-NT.
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Figure S2.10. (a) Optical microscopy image showing the SERS data collection spot on the paper
substrate adsorbed with Au nanorattles exposed to 1 µM of 2-NT, and (b) corresponding SERS spectra
with a standard deviation (~15%).
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Appendix 3
Supporting information: Multifunctional Analytical Platform on a Paper Strip: Separation, Preconcentration and Sub-Attomolar Detection

(a)

(b)

Figure S3.1. Sample pre-concentration at a single cellulose microfiber. (a) Dark field optical image of the
µPAD fingertip. A single cellulose microfiber can be seen at the very tip. (b) Pre-concentration of R6G
molecules at the tip of a single microfiber.

B
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(b)
(d
)

(c
)

(a)

Figure S3.2: Detection of 2-naphtalenethiol in tap water. (a) SERS spectrum of 2-naphtalenethiol
obtained at the paper fingertip functionalized with 2% PAH, with all the characteristic aromatic peaks
[327]
reported in literature.
(b) SERS spectrums obtained on the paper finger functionalized with 1 % PSS. It
shows 2 peaks due to CTAB molecules (nanorods capping ligands). (c) SERS spectrum obtained in the
paper finger functionalized with 0.25% PAH solution. In addition to 2-naphtalenethiol peaks, other peaks
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
are observed at frequencies 570 cm , 612 cm , 1183 cm , 1312 cm , 1364 cm , 1512 cm (red arrows),
indicating the presence of other aromatic or saturated components. (d) The white color indicated by an
arrow in panel A is caused by the accumulation of different ions (Na, K, Mg, Cl,..) present in tap water at
the four fingers functionalized with PSS.
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Table S1. Detection limit of microfluidic paper-based analytical devices reported in literature.
Limit of Detection

Analyte

Ref.

0.46 uM

human serum albumin

[189]

0.1 ppb

Hg (II)

[190]

1.0 ng/mL, 0.4 ng/mL, 0.06 U/mL, 0.02
AFP, CA 153, CA 199, CEA
ng/mL

[176]

1 ppb

Hg (II)

[191]

0.01 ug/mL, 0.23 ug/mL, 0.12 ug/mL

B-galactosidase,
PLC

0.5 nM

BPE

[159]

1 ppb

Pb (II)

[172]

0.6 nM

MC-LR

[328]

0.04 ng/mL

neomycin

[175]

1 uM

Pt-Mn02/rGOP

[193]

0.14 mM, 0.52 mM

Glucose, uric acid

[177]
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esterase,

PI-

[192]

Appendix 4

Supporting information: Multiplexed Charge-Selective Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering based
on Plasmonic Calligraphy

Figure S4.1: SEM images of PAH@AuNRs adsorbed on paper substrates by plasmonic calligraphy
approach.
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Figure S4.2: Raman spectra of bulk form of methyl orange (MO) and rhodamine 6G (R6G) powder.
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Figure S4.3: Representative SERS spectra (A) before and (B) after background removal.
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Figure S4.4: (A) SERS spectra obtained from PSS-AuNRs test domain after exposure to different
concentration of R6G in 1 mg/ml shampoo solution (D) Zoom in SERS spectra for low concentration of
R6G compared with PSS-AuNRs control sample.
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Appendix 5

Support information: Gold Nanorods as Plasmonic Nanotransducers: Distance-dependent
Refractive Index Sensitivity
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Figure S5.1: UV-vis extinction spectra of AuNR with different dimensions following the deposition each
polyelectrolyte layer showing a progressive red-shift and increase in the intensity of the longitudinal
plasmon band.
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Figure S5.2: Plot showing the LSPR wavelength of the nanorods adsorbed on glass substrates and the
refractive index of the surrounding medium. The refractive index was altered by using aqueous sucrose
solutions of different concentrations.

Figure S5.3: AFM image and the corresponding cross-sectional profile along the edge of an intentional
scratch in polyelectrolyte multilayer film comprised of 8 bilayers.
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Appendix 6

Supporting information:
Biomarkers

Bioplasmonic Paper as a Platform for Detection of Kidney Cancer

b
B

c
B

Figure S6.1: SEM image of the filter paper (Whatman #1). Inset: the higher magnification AFM image of
the hierarchical fibrous morphology of the filter paper with cellulose nanofibers braided into microfibers
(average diameter of ~ 0.4 µm).
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Figure S6.2: Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements showing the hydrodynamic diameter of
AuNRs, AuNRs-PEG-COOH, and AuNRs-PEG-IgG. The size distribution confirmed the conjugation of
SH-PEG-IgG on AuNRs, and the increase in hydrodynamic diameter mainly contributed from IgG
(Mw=150KDa), but not PEG (Mw=5KDa) due to their significant difference in molecular weight.
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Figure S6.3: LSPR spectra of AuNR-IgG conjugates on a glass substrate (black), after SH-PEG
nonspecific blocking step(red), and after binding of anti-IgG (blue).
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Figure S6.4: Extinction spectra of AuNR solution after adding different amount of SH-PEG-IgG to
optimize the coverage of IgG on AuNR surface.
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Figure S6.5: Raman spectra confirmed AuNR+IgG conjugates on paper substrates after incubation. The
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presence of IgG is evidenced by specific bands at 831 cm , 852 cm and 1176 cm , 1004 cm and
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1582 cm , 1076 cm , and 1685 cm due to tyrosine, phenylalanine, symmetric stretching vibration of
3ν3PO4 , and Amide I, respectively.
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Figure S6.6: (A) Photograph depicting the flexibility of bioplasmonic paper as it is being swabbed on a
tomato to collect 12 µg anti-IgG spread on the surface. (B) LSPR spectra of AuNR-IgG conjugates paper
before and after collecting anti-IgG (inset: shows photographs of the NR+IgG paper before (left) and after
swabbing (right)). (C) LSPR spectra of AuNR-IgG conjugates paper before and after swabbing on the
region without anti-IgG.
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Appendix 7

Supporting Information: Bioplasmonic Calligraphy for Multiplexed Label-free Biodetection
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Figure S7.1: (A) TEM of gold nanospheres. (B) Extinction spectra of gold nanospheres stabilized with
citrate ions measured in aqueous solution and on paper substrate. (C) TEM of gold nanoshells. (D)
Extinction spectra of gold nanshells coated with PVP measured in aqueous solution and on paper
substrate.
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Figure S7.2: Magnified SEM image of biofunctionalized gold nanorods on paper.
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Figure S7.3: Magnified SEM image of biofunctionalized gold nanorods on paper.
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Figure S7.4: Extinction spectra of AuNR solution after adding different amount of SH-PEG-IgG to
optimize the coverage of IgG on AuNR surface.

SDS-PAGE was performed to compare affinity and final concentrations of the non-modified Ab (Rabbit
IgG showed as control) and modified one (PEGylated Rabbit IgG).
Rabbit IgG was diluted from 5 µg per gel slot by half each slot. The last 6 dilutions of rabbit IgGs solution
represent 156-4.9 ng Control or PEGylated Rabbit IgG. After SDS gel (nonreducing), the diluted IgGs
were transferred to nitrocellulose and blocking membrane and then the membrane was incubated with
goat anti-rabbit IgG at 1µg/ml for 30 min, followed by 3X washes with PBS-0.5% Tween20. After that, the
membrane was incubated with Donkey anti-goat IgG 800 from LICOR 1/3000 in LICOR blocking buffer0.5% TW20 for 30min, followed by 3X washes in PBS-0.5%TW20 and then imaged on a LICOR Odyssey
at 800 nm (Figure S5A). After this imaging, the membrane incubated with Donkey anti-rabbit IgG 680
from LICOR 1/3000 in LICOR blocking buffer-0.5% TW20 for 30 min followed by 3X washes in PBS0.5%TW20 and then imaged on a LICOR Odyssey at 680 nm (Figure S5B).
In conclusion, pegylation did not change rabbit IgGs recognition by two different antibodies. The goat antirabbit IgG sees both non-modified rabbit IgGs and modified ones essentially equally well. Furthermore,
another anti-rabbit IgG (Donkey) sees both non-modified rabbit IgGs and modified ones essentially
equally well.
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B
A

Figure S7.5: SDS-PAGE plots showing the comparison of affinity and final concentrations of the nonmodified Ab (Rabbit IgG showed as control) and modified one (PEGylated Rabbit IgG). (A) Goat antirabbit IgG sees both non-modified rabbit IgGs and modified ones essentially equally well. (B) Donkey
anti-rabbit IgG sees both non-modified rabbit IgGs and modified ones essentially equally well.
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Figure S7.5: (A) Schematic illustration representing the fabrication steps involved in the fabrication of
bioplasmonic paper with BSA blocking step for anti-IgG detection. (B-C) Extinction spectra of AuNR paper
before and after 24 ng/ml of anti-IgG binding with/without BSA blocking step.
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